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Foreword

The Lucky Bag is the chief claim of the Class of 1904 to future remembrance. Beyond a doubt its

individual members will all win glory and fame for themselves in the days to come, but this book must

be the monument to mark 1904's place as a class in the scenes whence it has departed. In these pages we

have tried to recall the brighter side of our Academy life. Troubles we have had, but most of them

will soon be over, and they are better forgotten, while the joys should live in our memories; so- that when

we turn these pages in the future our happiest and best days will be recalled and we may look back to our

Alma Mater with a feeling of love and regret for the clays that are gone. We have done our best to make

this book a credit to- the class and present it to' the public with the hope that they may grant that we have

done so. If it fails to meet your approval, remember that we have tried and spent no little labor in its

preparation, and give us the charity of silence. If you think it is what it should be, tell us so, and your

words will go- far to repay us for the time and energy we have expended and the difficulties we have had

to overcome. May the Lucky Bag cement the bonds of friendship that we have formed in three years

and a half of close companionship and be an enduring memento of our days together, with all their joys and

troubles, their successes and failures, and, above all, the friends closer than a brother that they have

brought us.





Officers Attached to the United States Naval Academy

Superintendent,

Captain WILLARD H. BROWNSON.

Commandant of Midshipmen, Senior Assistant to the Commandant,

Commander CHARLES J. BADGER. Lieutenant-Commander T. G. DEWEY.

In Charge of Ships,

Lieutenant-Commander G. M. STONEY.

Heads of Departments,

Commander C. J. BADGER, Discipline.

Commander W. F. HALSEY, Seamanship.

Commander J. K. BARTON, Marine Engineering and Naval Construction.

Lieutenant-Commander VV. F. FULLAM, Ordnance.

Lieutenant-Commander H. McL. P. HUSE, Modern Languages.

Lieutenant-Commander W. C. P. MUIR, Navigation.

Professor W. W. HENDRICKSON, Mathematics.

Professor W. K. RAWSON, English and Law.
Professor P. R. ALGER, Mechanics.

Professor N. M. TERRY, Physics and Chemistry.
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In Charge of Grounds,

Professor O. G. DODGE, U.S.N.

Officers and

Lieutenant-Commander F. H. SHERMAN,
Lieutenant-Commander F. J. SCHELL,
Lieutenant-Commander DeW. C REDGRAVE,
Lieutenant J. M. POYER,
Lieutenant W. O. HULME,

.

Lieutenant W. H. SHOEMAKER,
Lieutenant G. K. EVANS,
Lieutenant W. H. G. BULLARD,
Lieutenant H. K. H1NES,

Lieutenant G. F. COOPER,
Lieutenant B. W. WELLS, Jr.,

Lieutenant F. M. RUSSELL,
Lieutenant C. B. BRITTAIN,

Lieutenant W. M. CROSE,
Lieutenant R. H. JACKSON,
Lieutenant A. B. HOFF,
Lieutenant W. W. PHELPS,
Lieutenant G. G. MITCHELL,
Lieutenant E. T. POLLOCK,
Lieutenant H. E. SMITH,
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Instructors,

Lieutenant G. W. LAWS,
Lieutenant J. F. HINES,
Lieutenant J. R. P. PRINGLE,
Lieutenant E. S. KELLOGG,
Lieutenant M. E. TRENCH,
Lieutenant J. R. BRADY,
Lieutenant N. L. JONES,
Lieutenant T. C. HART,
Lieutenant H. N. JENSON,
Lieutenant I. F. LANDIS,
Lieutenant W. G. BRIGGS,

Lieutenant F. L. SHEFFIELD,
Lieutenant L. A. COTTEN,
Lieutenant W. T. TARRANT,
Lieutenant W. B. TARDY,
Professor S. J. BROWN, U.S.N.

Professor M. UPDEGRAFF, U.S.N.

Professor R. H. MINER,
Professor W- W. JOHNSON,
Professor P. J. DASHIELL,



Professor A. N. BROWN,
Professor H. MARION,
Professor F. WILLING,
Professor P. J. des GARENNES,
Professor T. W. JOHNSON,
Professor C. V. CUSACHS,
Civil Engineer A. C. CUNNINGHAM,
Assistant Civil Engineer J. V. ROCKWELL,
Pay Inspector C. M. RAY,
Paymaster S. BRYAN,
Chaplain H. H. CLARK,

Secretary J. G. GLYNN,
Chief Gunner R. SOMMERS,
Chief Boatswain C. F. PIERCE,

Sword Master A. J. CORBESIER,
Chief Clerk S. JICKLING,
Asst. Librarian J. M. SPENCER,
Asst. Librarian R. J. DUVAL,
Asst. Sword Master J. B. RETZ,

Asst. Sword Master G. HEINTZ,

Asst. Sword Master G. HEINTZ, Jr.

Boxing Master M. STROHM.

Medical Department,

Medical Inspector H. E. AMES,
Surgeon E. S. BOGERT, Jr.

Asst. Surgeon J. T. KENNEDY,
Asst. Surgeon K. OHNESORG,

Asst. Surgeon J. J. SNYDER,
Acting Asst. Surgeon W. N. McDONNELL,

Pharmacist J. T. OURSLER,
Dentist R. GRADY.
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Staff Officers

Cadet Commander,

E. O. FITCH, Jr.

Cadet Lieutenant-Commanders,

D. McD. Le BRETON, A. C. PICKENS.

Brigade Adjutant,

H. E. KIMMEL.

Battalion Adjutants,

W. F. HALSEY, Jr., H. POWELL.

Brigade Chief Petty Officer,

D. W. BAGLEY.

Battalion Chief Petty Officers,

R. R. RIGGS, H. H. MICHAEL.
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Company Officers

F. G. COBURN,
H. S. HOWARD,

Cadet Lieutenants,

VV. P. DRULEY, J. E. OTTERSON,
P, P. BASSETT, R. A. DAWES,

F. G. TUPPER,
D. B. CRAIG.

r. b. hilliard,
f. d. McMillan,

Cadet Junior Lieutenants,

N. H. WRIGHT, P. E. DAMPMAN,
A. G. CAFFEE, C. C SOULE, Jr.,

E. C. OAK,
D. P. WICKERSHAM.

M. W. ARROWOOD,
J. D. LITTLE,

Cadet Ensigns,

L. E. MORGAN, C. K. JONES,

P. P. BLACKBURN, C. W. MAULDIN,
F. A. TODD,
C. R. P. RODGERS.
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Cadet Petty Officers— First Class

1st Company,

G. M. BAUM,
A. H. RICE,
W. A. SMEAD,
O. C. F. DODGE.

2d Company,

L. P. TREADWELL,
S. L. H. HAZARD,
B. BARMETTE,
\V. H. TOAZ.

3d Company

,

C. L. HAND,
N. W. POST,
j. j. Mccracken,
B. K. JOHNSON.

4th Company

,

A. CLAUDE,
C. A. RICHARDS,
I. C. JOHNSON,
J. W. HAYWARD.

5tli Company

,

F. E. McMILLEN,
E. F. GREENE,
J. H. LOFLAND,
E. W. CHAFEE.

6th Company

,

C. A. RICHTER,
c. s. Mcdowell,
A. K. SHOUP,
E. B. SHERMAN.

7th Company

,

W. P. SEDGWICK,
R. F. DILLEN,
R. P. McCULLOUGH,
L. M. STEWART.

8th Company,

J. P. HART,
C. A. HARRINGTON,
H. A. STUART,
A. B. REED.
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E. O. FITCH, President.

F. E. McMlLLEN, Secretary.

Class Colors—Purple and Silver.
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MILTON WALLACE ARROWOOD, Albemarle, N. C.

"Arrowroot," "Harry Wood, the Boy Soldier." One Stripe.

"A man may have no bad habits and have worse.''

—Mark Twain.

An ecclesiastic youth of solemn visage and pious action,

who looks upon this life as a vale of tears not to be taken

frivolously. At times allows his overstrained spirit to relax

and seeks surcease of sorrow in music. Has been known to

french to attend stereopticon lectures, but is generally a

model of propriety. Of late has become quite a society man

and is frequently seen at the hops. Teacher of a Sunday

school class of young ladies and soloist of the Annapolis

Presbyterian Church. "Step aout in the church party."
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DAVID WORTH BAGLEY, Raleigh, N. C.

6^>-J--£» ^~i

'David." Class Supper Committee (2). Choir (4, 2, 1).

Hop Committee (2, 1). Class German Committee (1).

Brigade Staff Petty Officer.

"The blossom opening to the day,

Could nought of purity display

To emulate his mind."

—Keats.

Our pride, our pet, our fair-haired baby boy. Irresistible

—all fall victims to his fascinations, and instructors can never

bring themselves to deny him a 2.5. The only one in the

class
—

"Ach, Rachel, such a peesness!" Senior member of

a well-known clothing firm. Too good, too ethereal, too

spirituelle for this earth. One of finer clay than his fellow-

men. Bellis's favorite model and leader of fashion until

things got too hot in that quarter. Confirmed Blake Rowite.
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BRADFORD BARNETTE, New York City.

^.7«^~Azan,

"Brad," "Crowley," "Munkey." Class Supper Committee (2).

First Class Buzzard.

'There live not three good men unhanged in England,

and one of them is fat and grown old."

—Shakespeare.

A worldly man of stern demeanor and spotless probity.

Maintains in theory and proves in action that unswerving

rectitude and virtue in every phase of life are within the pos-

sibility of all. A diligent student, an observant moralist, and

a freckled philosopher. Loves the good things of life with

a fervent affection and sometimes finds the yoke of discipline

a heavy one. Confirmed spoonoid, being in love far beyond

recall.
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PRENTISS PECK BASSETT, Milford, Conn.

ft t
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"Chinee," "Basso," "Prent." Vice-President Y. M. C. A.

(2). Choir (4, 3, 2, 1). Leader of Choir (2, 1). Hop
Committee (3, 2). Base-ball team (3, 2, 1). Captain

Base-ball team (1). Athletic Committee. Three Stripes.

"The amateur tenor, whose vocal villainies all desire to shirk."

—Sir Arthur Sullivan.

Apollo has fled forever to the heights of Olympus, Adonis

no longer roams the earth as of yore, but every whit as fasci-

nating and far more up-to-date, Bassett is with us always.

Chief of our song birds and a general favorite. Dapper,

debonair and delightful, with raven locks and a graceful

swagger. A rigid economist—guards his amount available

with a jealous eye, but dispenses his smiles and vocal efforts

broadcast. "Connecticut may be fine, but California for

mine."
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GEORGE MARTIN BAUM, Leavenworth, Kan

'Bum." Class Foot-ball (3). Class Base-ball (3, 2). Gym.

team (3, 2.) Captain Gym. team (2, 1). First Class Buz-

zard.

"Give every man thine ear, bid few thy voice."

—Shakespeare.

A genuine Kansas Dutchman with a fondness for sauer-

kraut and lager. Belongs to the noble army of martyrs who

struggle for a 2.5. Never known to lose his temper or say

a hard word about anybody but instructors. Hit the pap

once for non-reg. clothes and was down in the mouth for

nearly a day. Favorite song : "Ach, Mein Liebe Augus-

tine." Simp's keeper, trying in vain to curb his wayward

fancies.
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PAUL PRICHARD BLACKBURN, Omaha, Neb.

'Peep," "Redhead." Class Base-ball team (3, 2). Track

team (3). One stripe.

"How various his employments whom the world calls idle."

—Cowper.

Originator of the class pipe. Class manager. Managed

Class Base-ball team., Foot-ball team and club, and manages

to keep Dillen supplied with the makes. Never bones and

never unsat—how nice it must be to* be sarvez. One of the

wounded at Bar Harbor. Hop* fiend, and especially partial

to the Army. Has two locker doors full of photos, not to

mention pennants from Vassar, Wellesley and N. P. S., and

is still hoping for more. A pupil of the Delsarte school,

especially distingue when catching for the Class team.

(ftU (Pt&itM**.
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ARTHUR GILL CAFFEE, Carthage, Mo.

"General," "Slits." Chairman Class Supper Committee (3).

Chairman Graduation Ball Committee (2). Gym. (3).

Star (3). Class Foot-ball team (3, 2). Captain Class

Foot-ball team (2). Class Base-ball team (3). Athletic

Committee (1). Hop Committee (2, 1). Two Stripes.

"The man who has lived most is not he who can count the most

years, but he who lias most appreciated life."

—J. J. Rousseau.

One of the cutest little fellows in the battalion. Of a light

and sunny disposition and pronounced brunette complexion.

Sometimes mistaken for one of the Gold Dust twins. Al-

ways ready to do something for somebody else, and corners

the jobs which are all work and no play. Bagley supports

him because he is such an excellent foil to his own type of

beauty. Devised that blissful menu for the class supper that

never came off. Never does anything naughty except once

in a while.
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EARL WORDEN CHAFEE, RlIINELANDER, WlS.

'Earl." Class Base-ball team (3, 2). First Class Buzzard.

"My life is one dem'd horrid grind."

—Dickens.

The man of many troubles. Thinks the world is down on

him, and isn't afraid to say so. The only man in the Acad-

emy never without makes, and consequently a priceless boon

to Smead and his ilk. Spends his time trying" to disprove

that "every cloud has a silver lining." Particularly partial

to the ladies and in a chronic state of heart complication.

Bats all kinds of 3.6's. and never spends any time boning.

Was once on the first conduct grade. Tries to hold Jack

Lofland in check.
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ABRAM CLAUDE, Annapolis, Md.

^TxaA/OL^vs, <0^-cx^X^<7^^

Abe." Track team (4). Hop Committee (2, 1). First

Class Buzzard.

"Everyone is as God made him and oftentimes

a great deal worse."

—Cervantes.

A Marylander died in the wool. Says "haouse" and

' 'deed I do," Iriut has no' other faults. Unique in that he

never rhinoes about Annapolis. Was born here and still re-

mains. Went to Washington with Dodge once. Spoons

on rough houses and exhibits Charlie Soule. Met with an

accident second-class leave. Draws forty cents every Sep-

tember and blows it in at Wiegard's. Is real devilish when

he cuts loose and gives himself room.
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FRED GALLUP COBURN, Duluth, Minn.

"Moose," "Stunsails," "Ephie," "Ichabod." Star (3, 2).

Three Stripes.

"If he play, being young and unskillful,

For shekels of silver and gold,

Take his money, my son, praising Allah,

The kid was ordained to be sold."

—Kipling.

A stray innocent from the Zenith City of the Unsalted Seas.

One of the savoirs. Resembles Cyrano de Bergerac phy-

sically and Clerk Maxwell mentally. Several persons have

carefully experimented to determine a mean value of his

capacity, but have given it up in despair after finding values

exceeding 2.7X1022
kilofarads. Has had some bad luck in

his time, but never yet went to the blackboard in vain. Has

an ambition to- become head of the math, department. "Here

on this floor, who's got some'in' ter eat?"
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DONALD BLOYER CRAIG, Mattoon, III.

odfox*~1

'Donald," "Suse." Graduation Ball Committee (2). Hop
Committee (2, 1). Chairman Hop Committee (2, 1).

Class German Committee (1). Athletic Committee (1).

Three Stripes.

"I am the very pink of courtesy."

—Shakespeare.

A buxom youth with rosy cheeks and a perpetual smile.

Lord Chamberlain and Master of Ceremonies of the New
Armory. Has more or less developed tendencies to Mor-

monism. Always in a good humor and always ready to do

anybody a favor. Manipulates the hops and never fails to

create a sensation with his little belt. Goes back to Mattoon

in September and is the whole thing. Has lately adopted

the Major and is slowly reforming him.
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PAUL EDWARD DAMPMAN, Reading, Pa.

'Puggy," "Avogadro," "Sir Isaac." Two Stripes.

"Thou zvlw hast the fatal gift of beauty."

—Byron.

Words fail ! The fountain pen ceases its wonted flow

!

The editor gives up and sinks back in his easy chair with a

gesture of despair. Gaze, gentle reader, gaze and wonder

not. 'Tis the portrait of Dampman, the Dampman, greater

than Avogadro, more beauteous than Adonis. Learned in

Skinny, economical as a Russell Sage and the erstwhile bride

of Oak—what more could be desired?

(/, CP- Q&^Z<*i*4****«^^
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ROBERT ALDEN DAWES, Haverhill, Mass.

'Dad," "Babbie." Track (4, 3). Three Stripes.

"He months a sentence as curs mouth a bone."

—Churchill.

Fresh from Boston, dear old Boston, and cahn't get over it.

Talks with a Massachusetts brogue that affords great merri-

ment to the hearers. Has a yell of which he is very proud

:

"One bair, two bairs, three bairs, Babby Dairs." Dead

ringer for Dad Willing. Chews Navigation, and isn't so

worse in other subjects. Has a confident, not to say trucu-

lent, manner. Reported to have known personally every

spectator at the Nahant parade. "Section ha—alt. Ma—ach

in."
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ROSCOE FRANKLIN DILLEN, Camden, Ind.

"Count." First Class Buzzard.

' 'Tis the voice of the sluggard, I hear him complain :-

You have zvaked me too soon, I must slumber again.'

—Isaac Watts.

One of the charter members of the Rhino Club. Never

satisfied and always ready to take the opposite side of any

argument. Joins with Chafee in a mutual sympathetic so-

ciety. Once a village schoolmaster, now a zealous scholar

at Moose Coburn's night school. Made the choir by his

expertness in whistling" ragtime. Is suspected of being-

wooden, but bones like and keeps off the trees. In love

head over heels, gone clear daffy over the question whether

two can live on one salary.

tiX^e-\. ~T o-tuuJlL*. ~k^JUL^
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OMENZO COLBY FORD DODGE, Kansas City, Kan

"Colby." Graduation Ball Committee (2). First Class

Buzzard.

"The glass of fashion and the mould of form,

The observed of all observers."

—Shakespeare.

The class invalid. Has run the entire course of human ai.-

ments and developed a few novelties that have puzzled all

physicians. Has spent, by actual record, two hundred and

twenty sidereal days on the list.- Naturally savez, but some-

times has bad luck. Very sensitive and often annoyed by

mischievous persons. Established a record at Bar Harbor

by going to a hop every night for three weeks and putting

out a fire. Is saving up Bull coupons to buy a red auto-

mobile.
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WALDO PUTNAM DRULEY, Stafford, Conn.

"George Dewey, Jr.," "Peter," "Runt." Track team (3).

Star (2). Three Stripes.

"Look at that face—there isn't an ounce of immorality in it.

Only folly—slack, fatuous, feeble, futile folly."

—Kipling.

The infant prodigy of the class. Possesses a magnificent

bass voice, which he uses to great effect. Has a peculiar

idea of wit, slightly superior to Toaz's, with which he inflicts

anyone unwise enough to listen to> him. Starred—almost

—

every year, and has finally arrived. Perpetual President of

the Red Mike Club of Woman Haters. Somewhat of a

whist shark. The prop of poor old Gramp's failing years

—

once. Used to be a real good little boy, but now—Oh my

!

Oh my!
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EDWIN OBERLIN FITCH, Jr., Boston, Mass.

'Suse." Class President. Second Crew (4). Class

Base-ball (2). Five Stripes.

"In him alone 'twas natural to please."

—Dryden.

First in war, first in peace, first in the hearts of the dowa-

gers. Slick politician, Gibson model, and favorite of the

officers. Can find his way blindfold to any house in Blake

or Upshur Rows. Would like to grease, but dreads public

opinion. For three years and a half has taken care of

Smead. Surpasses even Richter in the number of his New
Year's calls. Unexcelled at dealing out a hot line of small

talk to a chaperon. Was once dreadfully disappointed in

love, and has never quite recovered.
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EDWARD FORBES GREENE, Champaign, III.

"Willie," "Navy," "Bill." First Class Buzzard.

"Upon what meat doth this our Cccsar feed that he

is grown so great?"

—Shakespeare.

Our class infant. Snatched from the cradle to reinforce

Uncle Sam's sailor boys. Has to stoop to enter main quar-

ters. Has outdone Jonah's gourd, having grown two feet

seven inches in three years. When he grows enough to' fit

his feet will be over nine feet tall. Assists Joe Little to- run

a nursery. Comes direct from the wistaria blossoms of sunny

Japan. Never known to start to formation more than halt

dressed. "Ow, dow vow think sow?"

tcWtv^ Q-- ^^M^
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WILLIAM FREDERICK HALSEY, Jr.,

Elizabeth, N. J.

"Willie," "Pudge." Lucky Bag Staff. Class Supper Com-

mittee (2). Class Crest Committee (4.). Christmas Card

Committee (4). Hustlers (4). Foot-ball team (2, 1).

Graduation Ball Committee (2). President Athletic Asso-

ciation (2, 1). Class German Committee (1).

"It's my opinion there's nothing 'e don't know. All the

wickedness in the zvorld is print to him."

—Dickens.

The only man in the class who can compete with General

in the number of offices he has held. Started out in life to

'become a doctor and gained in the process several useful

hints. Honorary member of the S. P. C. A. from having so

many times saved Shubuty from persecution. A real old salt.

Looks like a figurehead of Neptune. Strong sympathizer

with the Y. M. C. A. movement. Everybody's friend and

Brad's devoted better half.
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CHESTER LYERLY HAND, Shubuta, Miss.

"Major," "Maje," "Chet." First Class Buzzard.

'Who speaks to 'the King' carries his life in his Hand."

—Indian Proverb.

In losing Hand, Shubuta suffered an irreparable loss, but

the Navy made a corresponding gain. The Happy Hooli-

gan of the class, always instituting rough houses and always

emerging from them with his clothes in tatters and frenzied

protestations of reform. Bones sixteen hours out of every

day and has committed to memory the greater part of every

Naval Academy text-book. Never gets mad, and conse-

quently invaluable as a butt for practical jokes. Extremely

nervous and jumps at a touch.
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CHARLES ANTHONY HARRINGTON,
Fall River, Mass.

"Pat," "Rameses." Lucky Bag Staff. Gym. team (4).

First Class Buzzard.

"The harp that once thro' .Tara's halls the soul of music shed."

—Moore.

One of County Donegal's favored sons, possessing all the

traits o-f the Irish race. Lives in Fall River and brags about

it. Has a great capacity for extracting melody from the

reading-room piano. Has also' a pronounced idea of humor

and a face to match. One of Maje's chief tormentors. Is

especially fond of Zu-Zus. Never happy unless engaged in

perpetrating a practical joke. Is suspected of having once

lived a fast and desperate life.

t^y
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]OHN PORTER HART, OVERBRDOK, KAN,

^^H^^^=*
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"Snorter," "Red Short." Coxswain Third Crew (3). Cox-

swain First Crew (1). First Class Buzzard.

"I am small and of no reputation."

—Psalms.

Just as cute as lie can be. Petite, cunning and sweet.

Looks just like a Dresden china shepherd. Has freckles in

plenty, which turn green when he is at sea. Knows all the

time-tables between here and Frisco. Very popular with

the ladies, who say that he is a perfect cherub. Has a gait

which is remarkable and causes him considerable trouble in

marching. Rather inclined to be touge. "Of all things

on earth I hate, durn a red-headed man."
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JAMES WALDEMAR HAYWARD, Newark, N. J.

"Dew-point," "Foxy," "Jimmie." Captain Class Foot-ball

team (3). Class Fcot-ball team (3, 2). First Class Buz-

zard.

"What ho! what ho! This man is dancing mad."

—Poe.

The real, real thing. Has at different times had every

man in the class consumed with jealousy and wonder as to

how he does it. A devil of the first water. Sometimes

knows what he means, but can never make anybody believe

it. Has finally succeeded in producing a pair of cheek tufts

that are the amazement and delight of visitors. Paralyzes

instructors by his disjointed method of reciting. Bassett and

Otterson have studied his methods, but cannot equal his suc-

cess.
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STANTON LEIGH HUNT HAZARD,
Webster Grove, Mo.

"Happy." First Class Buzzard.

"Then lie zvill talk. Good gods! How he will talk."

—Nathaniel Lee.

The seaman's friend. A sprightly youth of a joysome

and happy disposition. Has periodic fits of taciturnity

—

during his sleep. Is of a tender disposition and given to

manifestations of affection upon slight provocation. Can

discourse with marvelous fluency on any subject and is never

at a loss for something to say. His self-confidence while

reciting often hypnotizes instructors into giving him a 2.5.

Has a wonderful knowledge of the technical vocabulary of

his profession, which he utilizes on all occasions.
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ROBERT BELL MILLIARD, New York City.

"Chance," "Bobbie," "Kipling." Class Crest Committee

(4). Christmas Card Committee (3). Gym. team (4).

Fencing team (4, 3, 2, 1). Star (4, 3, 2). Lucky Bag

Staff. Two Stripes.

"He walks as though the band were playing 'Hail to the Chief

and he ivere trying to keep step with the music."

—Holmes.

Some men are born great, etc. Hilliard belongs to all

three classes. In early youth was held up as an example

to all the little boys of his acquaintance; now in the maturity

of his powers, moves among his fellow-men an object of emu-

lation and envy. Is never content with what the book says,

but embellishes his recitations with observations of his own.

Possessor of a wonderfully winning smile and a system of

grease that has no parallel. Imitate him and you can't go

wrong. Hitch your wagon to a star. Likes the quota-

tion placed above, opposite his name. Reminds the com-

mittee every night not to forget it, sometimes more than

once. Record—three times in one hour.
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HERBERT SEYMOUR HOWARD, Buffalo, N. Y.

"Shifty Sadie." Lucky Bag Staff. Gym. team (4). Class

Foot-ball (3, 2). Three Stripes.

'And of his port as meke as is a mayde."

—Chaucer.

Sweet Sadie. A very Maud Muller of a maiden, shy and

unassuming" as a violet and equally charming. Constant

companionship with rude boys has had but little effect.

Lately, however, has grown rather wicked. Is known to

have had a box of matches, and was once heard to say

"Darn" with great emphasis. Puts up a remarkably greasy

board, and not on the tree so very often. Takes good care

of Gram p. Inclined to be athletic in a small way and quite

a devil. Stands well with the Ordnance Department.
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BENJAMIN KENT JOHNSON, Austin, Tex

"Vassar," "B. K.," "Chief," "Bennie." Editor-in-Chief

Lucky Bag. Toastmaster Class Supper (2). Class Foot-

ball team (3, 2). Class Base-ball team (3, 2). First Class

Buzzard.

"0 rare Ben Jonson!"

1
—Anonymous.

His chief claim to fame, so far, is his perpetration of this

volume. A gentleman of extremely high spirits, neverthe-

less has a great aversion to supernatural visitants. His wit

is an endless joy to his friends, though his savoir has not as

yet appealed to the authorities. Among his best works may

be mentioned "Gyrene, Spare that Tree." Helped pump

Major's room out and clear up the debris for three years, and

then sank under the strain. Joined the Married Men's Club

at the Graduation Ball (2
1
), and is now racing Tupper for the

banner. Like a great man in a previous class—math, fiend,

boiler fiend, skinny fiend.
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ISAAC CURETON JOHNSON, Jr., Evergreen, La.

"Ike." Class Foot-ball team (3, 2). Class Base-ball team

(3, 2). Track (4). Choir (2, 1). President Y. M. C. A.

(2
1
). First Class Buzzard.

"A young man ought to be modest."

—Plautus.

Beyond a doubt the cutest man in the class. Curly-

headed and full of good nature. Once was naughty, but now

heads the Academy pious squad. Came out of retirement

first-class leave and became one of the social lions at Bar

Harbor. Spooned on by all the girls. Hasi bad his trou-

bles with the math, department, but has triumphed over all.

Swears by Texas and wants to- live there. "Jeems's rivers."

& e
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CHANDLER KENDALL JONES, Lucasville, O.

•'Dismal," "Rhino," "Papa," "The Pride of Lucasville."

Hustlers (4). Class Base-ball team (3, 2). One Stripe.

"He is a paralyser of the female heart * * * We used to call

him the Bellehugger of Spoonmore."

—J. A. Mitchell.

A gay Lothario of imposing build, a resonant voice and

the grace of a Don Juan. Spent a number of years in teach-

ing the young idea how to shoot in the rural districts of

Ohio. Commonly known as "The Pride of Lucasville."

Used to be partial to midnight rambles, accompanied by his

friend Shannon. The most successful bluffer in the Acad-

emy, his intellectual countenance and air of superiority never

failing to convince the instructor that he knows what he is

talking about.
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HUSBAND EDWARD KIMMEL, Henderson, Ky.

"Hubby," "Kim." Class Foot-ball (3, 2). Gym. (4, 3).

Buzzard (2). Athletic Committee (1). Brigade, Adju-

tant.

"He had the air of his own statue erected by

national subscription."

TOURGENIEFF.

Kentucky's pride and Henderson's favorite son. Often re-

ferred to as "Hubby" in the columns of the Daily Gleaner

in terms of highest praise. Belongs to the best type of

greaser and is intensely in earnest about everything. Some-

times gets mad, but is soon over it. Used to live with Jones,

but though somewhat in the social line himself, couldn't

stand the pace. Was one of the Holy Thirteen, but never

attained Fitch's "high ideals." Is pretty well acquainted

with the topography of Blake Row.
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DAVID McDOUGAL LE BRETON,
Washington, D. C.

"Dave." Class Ring Committee (2). Gym. team (4). Star

(4, 3, 2). Four Stripes.

"Thou knowest all without the books."

—Sir Edwin Arnold.

The reincarnation of Isaac Newton. Looks at his book-

shelf two minutes before a recitation and makes a 4.0. Takes

a delight in puzzling instructors and then showing them a

new way to work the prob. Is a remarkably pretty boy,

resembling a Mellin's food advertisement. Works twice as

much for other people as he does for himself. Isn't worried

by Interior Regulations and doesn't mind a little fun occa-

sionally. Bassett's confrere in the Caterers' Combine.

c^riM
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JOSEPH DRUMMOND LITTLE, Springfield, O.

"Joe," "Pig," "Littlette." Class Foot-ball team (3, 2). Choir

(2, 1). One Stripe.

'Oh, what a nice young man, man, man,

Oh, what a nice young man."

—Old Song.

Willie Greene's fellow-infant. Spends his time talking-

baby talk and making faces. Senior member of the Whist

Club. Maintains a library of magazines swiped from the

reading-room, While reciting indulges in a series of facial

contortions that are wonderful to behold. Warbles in the

choir under persuasion, but usually sleeps serenely during the

song service. Could put up a good bluff in recitation if it

were not for his sense of humor.
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JOHN HENRY LOFLAND, OSKALOOSA, Ia.

"Jack." Hop Committee (2, 1). Choir (2, 1). First Class

Buzzard.

'A lion among ladies is a most dreadful thing."

—Shakespeare.

One of the class's handsome men. Very popular, debo-

nair and intensely blase. Doesn't care a demerit whether

school keeps or not. Hits the pap and ship without turning

a hair. Fond of non-reg. clothes and somewhat of a sea-

lawyer. Doesn't spoon on the Navy and wants to go back

to that dear Oskaloosa, Iowa. Forms a combination with

Chafee to break all regulations. Goes to every show and

sits in a front seat. Never known to lose his nerve or refuse

a chance to run a risk.
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JOHN JAMES McCRACKEN, Fredericksburg, Va.

Tim," "Bow." First Class Buzzard.

"Exceeding wise, fair-spoken and persuading."

-

—

Shakespeare.

An Irishman of a serious and argumentative turn of mind,

which he occasionally lays aside for a period of childlike play-

fulness. Will argue on the wrong side of any question and

refuse to be convinced. Prefers non-reg. clothes, but some-

times wears whites for a change. Cubby's especial pride.

Takes sights and works them out for fun. Sleeps with a sex-

tant and uses a nautical almanac for a pillow. Author of

the revised edition of Bowditch.
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RICHARD PHILIP McCULLOUGH,
North Plainfield, N. J.

"Dick," "Joke," "p." Hustlers (4). First Class Buzzard.

"Johnnie's always up to tricks;

Ain't he cute, and only six."

—Princeton Tiger.

One of the strivers for a 2.5. Has fought the good fight

and won out at last after many reverses. Is quite a devil

and greatly run after by the ladies. Absolutely the success

of the season at Bar Harbor. Keeps his hearers delighted

by his ingenuous remarks. Extremely amiable and perfectly

harmless. Ambles through life with a cheerful grin and

makes busts with such an air of candor and innocence as

wins the instructor's heart.

Cf>(p. tfa(^j£~y<
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CLYDE STOMLEY McDOWELL, Millersburg, O.

"Sandy." Class Foot-ball team (2). First Class Buzzard.

"You beat your pate and fancy wit will come;

Knock as you please, there's nobody at home."

—Pope.

A shy and retiring youth of modest demeanor and stu-

dious habits. Manages to hang out in the first section pretty

regularly. One of the whist fiends. Has improved consid-

erably in three years and now wears non-reg. clothes with no

thought of the wickedness of such practices. Carries on a

voluminous correspondence, sending and receiving two half-

pound letters every day. Author and editor of the "Killbuck

Daily."

ZZ^j^^^£f
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FRANK DODD McMILLAN, Cleveland, O.

'Frank," "Mac." Class German Committee (i).

Two Stripes.

'For dey haf der imperfect soul wich is midway arrested

in defelopment—und too much ego."

—Kipling.

One of Tom Johnson's most fervent admirers. Has a Sa-

tanic laugh and talks with an accent somewhere between

Cockney and Bowery. Skinny fiend and inclined to be

blase. Originator of the famous scheme to turn over the

Flatiron Building. Has lately developed serious views of

life and speaks gravely of the folly of misspent time. Takes

care of poor Colby Dodge and listens to his medical lectures.

WtIMivuJjia^_
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FRED EWING McMILLEN, Whitewater, Wis.

'Freddie." Choir (i). Class Secretary. First Class Buzzard.

'You look zvise—pray correct that error."

—Charles Lamb.

Happy and joysome and never in anything but a good

temper. Class Scribe and bosom friend of Jarvis. It has

been calculated that his weekly output is about the same

in quantity as that of the Evening Capital. Has a good

heart, what there is left of it, but very stern and unyielding in

the matter of collections. Bats things pretty well, but has

been seen in the wooden section. Never does anything

naughty. Rival of John Otterson.
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CLEON WIRT MAULDIN, Pickens, S. C.

"Mauldy," "Mauldin." Fencing team (2
1

. 1). Gym. team

(4). One Stripe.

"Silence has become his mother tongue."

—Goldsmith.

A youth who says little, but does well what he finds to do.

Soaked in the matter of stripes. Swordsman of great ability

and one of Corbesier's favorites. Studies during study hours

and at the stroke of nine-thirty is found in the corridor ready

for relaxation. For three years listened to Shoup's lurid

adventures and still survives. Used to be a recluse, but has

lately joined the Richards-Toaz Society of Society Recruits.
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HERBERT HARLAN MICHAEL, Perryman, Md.

"Jimmy," "Mag." Hustlers (4, 3). Christmas Card Com-

mittee (3). Foot-ball team (2). Class Crest Committee

^4). Third Crew (4). First Crew (3, 2). Captain of

Crew (1). C. C. P. O.

"He had a face like a benediction."

—Cervantes.

Comes from Baltimore and feels a proper sense of shame

for such a failing. In training all the time. Resembles a

well-known advertisement. Original leader of the Holy

Thirteen and conscience fiend of the most virulent type. Has

such a cute mustache. Comes straight home from the hops

and goes to bed. Once had a mighty grease, but now 'tis

vanished. Partner of Caffee in the conspiracy to defraud.

Looks very pretty in rowing clothes.

/^O^/^Uu/.
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LUMAN EDGAR MORGAN, Hastings, Neb.

"Lemon." One Stripe.

'The peaceful peasant to the wars is prest."

—Cowper.

Straight from the cornfields of Nebraska. Discusses the

crop prospects with Post most of the time. One of the char-

ter members of the Whist Club. Walks like a plate of

calves-foot jelly in a strong wind. Inadvertently swallowed

a mouthful of hot dough when quite young, whence comes

his curious iteration. Has a charming blush and an insinu-

ating manner which sometimes bluffs the instructor. Grins

cheerfully when spoken to, and is altogether a very nice boy.
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EDSON COLLINS OAK, Caribou, Me.

"Ooks," "Edson," "Fa'mer." Hustlers (4). Foot-ball team

(3, 2, 1). Two Stripes.

"Old friendships are destroyed by toasted cheese."

—Sydney Smith.

Take a careful look at the picture. Study it closely. This

is Oak. Athlete, gymnast and sculptor's model. Airy and

graceful as a sylph. Rough-house artist—never happy with-

out a black eye or an ear torn off. Differs from Smead in

that he gets most of the chalk on his outside. Practical sea-

man and engineer. Never gets mad under any circumstances.

Ex-lumberman and trapper. Speaks French like a Parisian

—with a Canuck accent.
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JOHN EDWARD OTTERSON, Allegheny. Pa.

"John." Class Supper Committee (2). Athletic Committee

(1). Manager Base-ball team (2
1
). Gym. team (3).

Business Manager Lucky Bag Staff. Three Stripes.

"And when you stick in conversation's burrs,

Don't strew your pathway with those dreadful 'urs.'

'

—O. W. Holmes.

Rival of Caffee as general manager. Pretty much of a

hustler in that line, in spite of his apparent ennui. One of

Elbert Hubbard's disciples. Recites as though he were

scared to death. Preternaturally solemn and repressed in

appearance under ordinary circumstances, but not so much

on mirthful occasions. Subject to heart failure about every

second hop, but it is believed that his case is not serious.

Has loads of common sense with a considerable admixture of

savoir. Thinks of going to the U. S. S. Wisconsin.
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ANDREW CALHOUN PICKENS, Mobile, Ala.

Tick," "Andrew," "Hatchet Face," "Mummy." Class Sup-

per Committee (2). Gym. team (4). Star (4, 3, 2). Class

Base-ball team (3). Class German Committee (1). Four

Stripes.

"He knows about it all—he knows—he knows!"

—Omar Khayyam.

A sweet and savez scion of the Sunny South. Loyal to

Alabama and still a rebel. One of the Godsends to the

wooden section. Goes astray with Le Breton once in a

while, but ordinarily a model young man. Has been under

fire, and though slightly disfigured, is still in the ring.

Knows how to do things and does them in his own way.

Thinks in hyperbolas and works probs. for the fun of it. Al-

most as popular with girls as the wooden men of the class.
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NATHAN WOODWORTH POST, North Platte, Neb.

"Wooden," "Scuttle Butt." Class Foot-ball team (2). First

Class Buzzard.

"He brays the laureate of the long-cared kind."

—Byron.

Does not belie bis name. Lives in a trance, occasionally

coming to his senses to make a startling" remark. Pined

away plebe year because he could not room with Morgan.

Plays a little whist when he can remember what is trumps.

Has a penchant for travel, but always gets a round-trip ticket

with no stopover privileges. Sometimes attempts a joke

and wonders at the looks of astonishment it causes. "Mor-

gan didn't tell me. How do I know what the uniform is?"

Ttejc^ft.Qct
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HALSEY POWELL, McAfee, Ky.
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'Halsey," "Tucky." Graduation Ball Committee (2). Class

Foot-ball team (3, 2). Class Base-ball team (3). Gym.

team (2). Adjutant. Two Stripes.

"Up! tip! my friend, and quit your books,

Or surely you'll grow double;

Up! up! my friend, and clear your looks,

Why all this toil and trouble?"

—Wadsworth.

A fine soldierly

just enough to be

is as infectious as

as Fred McMillen,

enough for him.

the Holy Thirteen

the base-ball train

money."

lad of real old blue-grass stock. Freckled

too sweet for anything. Has a smile that

measles. Writes almost as many letters

and says that the Kentucky girls are good

Strongly suspected of having belonged to

and aspires to Suse's "high ideals." Pulls

ing table every year. "I hate to take the
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ALLEN BEVINS REED, Liberty, Mo.

"Kid," "Allen." Track team (3). Gym. team (4, 3, 2). Class

Foot-ball team (2). First Class Buzzard.

"From the crown of his head to the sole of

his feet he is all mirth."

—Shakespeare.

A promising" young gentleman who will one day achieve

fame as an inventor. Goes in for the gym. team and keeps

in training by frequent rough houses. With Snorter spends

his time in rigging rubber cushions and various labor-saving

devices. Knows how to put out all the lights in the corridor

from his own room, and can control Hart's ire under the

most adverse circumstances. Has gained some celebrity as

an importer of peaches and once took mandolin lessons.
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ARTHUR HOPKINS RICE, Oktoc, Miss.
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"Simp." "Farmer," "Spo't," "Willie," "Brice," "Tapioca."

First Class Buzzard.

"Much learning doth make thee mad."

—Acts.

One of Oktoe's fairest flowers, Simp left the cotton fields

of Mississippi amid the huzzas of the assembled populace to

wrest fame and fortune from the sea. Is subject to fits of

mild insanity, but is perfectly harmless. Came back from

first class leave hopelessly in love and has never been the

same man since. Has the real deep-water walk and can

never feel at home on terra firma. A careful and conscien-

tious student, especially interested in engineering. The only

man in the class whom Maje has bluffed. Holds the record

of having been seasick on the Santee.
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CLARENCE ALVIN RICHARDS, Wellington, Kan.

'Pringle." First Class Buzzard.

"Bid me discourse, I will enchant thine car."

—Shakespeare.

A silver-tongued child of the boundless per-airies. Be-

lieves firmly in his own convictions and doesn't hesitate to

state them. Doesn't know a radius of gyration from a C/B.

a la spirite Straight Front, but can argue on either side of

any question and make a Choctaw Indian believe in theoso-

phy. Has developed rapidly into a social success. Strong

believer in pull. Held Dick in check for several years; now

vainly tries to keep the Pride on the right road. As to his

nickname, the Class has recently found that he came by it

honestlv.
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CARL ALBERT RICHTER, Louisburg, Wis.

"Carlos." Star (4, 3). First Class Buzzard.

"For one star differeth from another star in glory."

—Corinthians.

A handsome Teuton of commanding appearance who can

give sixty-three reasons why he didn't get those five stripes.

It is rumored that there is a sixty-fourth. Speaks German

with an English accent. Has had strenuous competition for

his place, but still holds it. Has been accused of biting the

hand that fed him—but we never saw him partaking of Zu-

Zus. Hero of the sanguinary battle behind the coal-pile.

Frenched once and fell a victim to Hoogie.
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ROLAND ROGERS RIGGS, Glen Ridge, N. J.

"Roland." Chairman Class Ring Committee (2). Athletic

Committee (1). Class Crest Committee (4). Class Christ-

mas Card Committee (3). Lucky Bag Staff. Captain

Fencing team (2
1

, 1). C. C. P. O.

"I am willing to admit that man iz mi brother, but I contend at

the same time, that I have got a lot of knssid skaly relashuns."

—Josh Billings.

Amateur DArtagnan. Slender and spirituelle. Has a

laugh like a Minorca hen celebrating. An artist of note,

responsible for most of the drawings herein contained, as well

as Chief Ping Pongster. Has a graceful walk and a sway-

back carriage that attract much attention. Is believed to

weigh almost one hundred and twoi pounds when in condition.

Talks considerably and has a fondness for stating his opin-

ions, but is young yet and may get over it.
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CHRISTOPHER RAYMOND PERRY RODGERS,
Washington, D. C.

"Jang," "Peter." Manager of Crew (2
1
). One Stripe.

"Some of the manly sex among us are so effeminate that

they would rather have the commonwealth out

of order than their hair."

—Seneca.

A squire of dames of no mean pretensions. Has the most

classic profile in the Academy and understands the advan-

tage of getting it in a good light. Has been accused of using

Pozzoni's Best and a rabbit's foot, and his enemies declare

that he is saving a bottle of Peroxide until he can get up his

nerve. Like others, has had reverses at the hands of the

math, department. Affects an air of languid tougeness that

is quite fetching. Is partial to> an undress uniform during

study hours that is particularly attractive.
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WILLIAM PARKER SEDGWICK, Jr., Bath, N. Y.

"Gramp." First Class Buzzard.

"What! gray hairs at twenty/ Yes! white, if we please;

''Where the snozv falls the thickest, there's nothing can freeze."

—O. W. Holmes.

A simple, kindly old man whose years sit upon him lightly.

Loves children and is never happier than when listening to

their innocent prattle. For this reason, lives with Howard,

the two showing the contrast between playful childhood and

hoary age. Had bad luck on the cruise, but is now fresh as a

daisy and anxiously looking forward to retirement on the age

limit. Usually a recluse, but occasionally makes a sally into

society, and always carries away fresh laurels.

7T-
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EDWARD BRAGG SHERMAN, Fond Du Lac, Wis.

"Taydie," "Teddie." First Class Buzzard.

"Can the world buy such a jewel."

—Shakespeare.

Introducer of the celebrated Zu-Zu brand into the Naval

Academy. An authority on all naval subjects—unconnected

with the text-books, and can spiel all the Registers since '61

without a break. Is noted for his rapid changes and has left

a trail of Zu-Zus and strawberry jam behind him in his vari-

ous shifts. Can tell the full name and predecessor of every

man in the Navy. Has also made somewhat of a bid for

literary fame in a novel soon to be published. "Dog,

wouldst bite the hand that feeds thee?"
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AUBREY KIRKE SHOUP, Merrill, Ia.

'Aub." Hustlers (4, 3). Foot-ball team (2). Track team

(4). Gym. team (4, 3). First Class Buzzard.

'I admire him, I frankly confess it, and when his time conies I

shall buy a piece of the rope for a keepsake."

—Mark Twain.

A man whose life has been one of wild adventure. Can

invariably bring the cold chills with one of his reminiscences.

Dark secrets are shrouded in his past. Went through the

Spanish war making a glowing record and is now improving

on it. Cast his first vote for Harrison. Is subject to dreams,

which he describes the next day. Agrees with the Chief that

no better sleeping apartments can be found than the lower

berth of mess No. 3.
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WALTER ALBERT SMEAD, Lead, S. D.
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"Wally," "Smug," "Spud-face," "Irish." Hop Committee

(3). Night Owl (4, 3, 2, 1). First Class Buzzard.

'It's such a very serious thing to be a funny man.
3 '

—Holmes.

The wild Irishman. Has watched the evolution of the

Naval Academy from its earliest beginning. Has had his

share of tribulation, but has never given up hope. Always

ready for a rough house and never known to have makes.

Loves nothing better than math., except the Shamrock.

Wears non-reg. clothes and has them ragged. Has lived

with Fitch's "high ideals" for three years without being in

the least affected. Came very near it last September, but

lost his nerve.
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CHARLES CARROLL SOULE, Jr., Brookline, Mass.

"Charley," "Jo-Jo, the Dog-faced Boy," "Shetland Pony."

Hustlers (4). Foot-ball team (3, 2, 1). Captain Foot-ball

team (1). Lucky Bag Staff. Picture in Baltimore Sun

(1). Athletic Committee (1). Two Stripes.

'When I ope my mouth, let no dog bark."

—Shakespeare.

A hirsute phenomenon. Has had flattering offers from

various sideshows and museums, but remains faithful to the

Navy. Used to be fond of frenching, but has lately grown

out of the habit. Manages to get his picture into the papers

quite often. Never satisfied unless he is creating a rough

house or giving one of his marvelously accurate imitations of

a chimpanzee. Made himself very prominent on the cruise.

Shares with Halsey the position of deadwood on the Lucky

Bag Staff.
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LEIGH MORRISON STEWART, La Harpe, III.
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'Tough Nut," "Toof," "Twilight." Class Foot-ball team

(3). Class Base-ball team (3, 2). First Class Buzzard.

"He's tough, ma'am, tough is J. B.—Tough

and de-vilish sly."

—Dickens.

Originally intended to be a foreign missionary, but found

the life too tame for his liking. In preparing himself for the

calling gained a remarkable knowledge of the Old Testa-

ment, which he utilizes to great effect in characterizing his

pet instructors. Loves a rough house above all things and

makes a specialty of Navigation. Creates a. sensation on

leave, appearing in cits like the lightweight champion.

Keeps Hilliard in a perpetual state of trepidation.
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HARRY ALLEN STUART, Tazewell, Va.
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"Jeb," "Harry." First Class Buzzard.

"A merrier man within the limit of becoming mirth

I never spent an hour's talk withal."

—Shakespeare.

Never known to be down-hearted and never seen without

a broad grin. Happiest when most in trouble. A man who

has convictions and lives up to them. Toward the end of

the cruise developed alarming symptoms, which finally re-

sulted in a prolonged sojourn in Buffalo-. Listens with long-

suffering patience to Moose's wild ideas and demands for

grub. Somewhat of an athlete. Manages to have a good

time without trying to shove over the Flatiron Building or

run a red automobile up the Washington monument.
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WILLIAM HAMILTON TOAZ, Rochester, N. Y.

"Toze," "Cupid." Class Foot-ball team (3, 2). First Class

Buzzard.

"Not every one is a wit that would be."

—MOLIERE.

The sole originator, patentee and manufacturer of the

famous Toaz joke. Slips up on an unsuspecting- victim

with a smile that is childlike and bland, and never fails to

floor him with one application. Has a complexion that is

like the sunny side of a peach and an infantile expression that

belies his nature. Learned to smoke some time ago, but has

never mastered the art of appearing at ease while indulging.

Lives with Happy, who never gives him a chance to< slip a

pun in edgeways.
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FORDE ANDERSON TODD, Charleston, S. C.

t& \X*£*C,

Jaster," "L-a-d-y." Class Ring Committee (2). First

Crew (2). Class Foot-ball team (3). Hustlers (2). One

Stripe.

"Where there is much strength, there ain't apt to be

much gumption."

—Sam Slick.

A peaceful leviathan with a speech which runs as sweetly

and as torpidly as the molasses of his native State. Always

good-humored, but not to be trifled with. Well known at

Orient Point as a graceful and indiscriminate consumer.

Sentimental to a fault and fond of "dears." A little slow in

getting started, but a hard man to stop when he gets under

way. Spooned on by all the girls because he is so large and

handsome. "Oh, la-ady, your pie's better than the other

la-ady's."
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LAWRENCE PENFIELD TREADWELL,
Danbury, Conn.

"Parson," "Treedwell." First Class Buzzard.

'But Sliadivcll never deviates into sense."

—Dryden.

A quiet and unassuming youth who occasionally breaks

out in a most startling manner. Isn't much given to indis-

criminate talking, but holds decided opinions and lives up to

them. More to be pitied than censured in that for eight

weary months he used the same "In charge of room" plate

as the Boy Soldier during the latter's violinic endeavors.

Is another of the songsters who' remain inconspicuous at

Chapel. Once had social ambitions, but agreed with Chet

that it wasn't worth while.

J>
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FREDERICK GEDDINGS TUPPER, Atlanta, Ga.

"Tup," "Tooper." Class Crest Committee (4). Class Ring

Committee (2). Christmas Card Committee (3). Lucky
Bag Staff. Three Stripes.

"He walked as though he were stirring lemonade with himself."'

—'Stephen Crane.

Georgia's pride. Chubby and cute, with a look of infan-

tile innocence that leads many to false conclusions. Hope-

lessly in love—didn't even have his class ring made to fit his

own finger. Once busted on a recitation and had nervous

prostration for a week. Sends his letters by freight. Appre-

ciates a good joke, especially one of his own. Is suspected

of greasing, but denies the charge. Performs his duty and

lets the chips fall where they may. Has a walk—but look at

the quotation.
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DARREL PALMER WICKERSHAM, Tacoma, Wash.

"Wick," "Constance." Two Stripes.

"Lean of flank and lank of jaw,

See the real Northern Thor,

See the awful Yankee leering

Just across the Straits of Bering."

—Bret Harte.

A long, lanky Esquimau from the banks of the Yukon.

Born somewhere toward the close of the Neolithic Age, and

a rough carving is still extant representing him and his pet

ichthyosaurus gamboling sportively in the far-off day of their

distant youth. Talks with a Yankee drawl and moves with a

string-haltered gait acquired in jumping over crevasses. En-

joys life in an unobtrusive way, in spite of Pat. Enjoys a

joke, even if it is on him. "Get out o' here, Bill
!"
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NATHANIEL HOADLEY WRIGHT, Odell, III.

"Neddy." Two Stripes.

"God's mercy is upon the young,

God's wisdom in the baby tongue."

—Kipling.

A daring' and desperate character, especially fond of com-

bating instructors. With Post, his chief joy in life is to form

small but determined minorities at class meetings, where,

with Wooden's help, he can effectually block any proposal

until too hoarse to argue further. Has longings in the

Skinny line, chiefly to cook Puggy, but is not as yet thor-

oughly conversant with the Brown Ring test. Very strong

and muscular, rivaling Ted and Jang as Class Athlete.

a.N.mw^i
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Our Ex-Classmates

ATKINSON, JOHN FRANKLIN. Waverly, Georgia. "Dinah."

''Melancholy marked him for her own."— Grey.

BENJAMIN, ADRIAN THOMAS. Grand Rapids, Michigan.

"It lakes all sorts to make a zvorld."— Chamfert.

BURNETT, WILLIAM LeGRANDE. Georgetown, Georgia. "Billy."

''Long experience made him sage."—Gay.

CADE, CASSIUS MARCELLUS. Shawnee, Oklahoma. "Pete." "Cashy."

I do not give you to posterity as a pattern to imitate but as an example to deter."—Junius.

CAMPBELL, JAMES EDWIN. Hamilton, Ohio. "Jimmie."

"/ have fought a good fight.
'

'

—Timothy,

CLOSE, CHARLES FISHER. Sandusky, Ohio. "Charley."

"One Pinch, a hungry lean-faced villain, a mere anatomy.

"

— Shakespeare.
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COLLINS, THOMAS EDWARD. Pottsville, Pennsylvania.
"
Stick knowledge is too excellent and wonderful for me, I ca?inot attain unto it."—Psalms.

COOK, ARTHUR BYRON1
. Evansville, Indiana.

''So they sint a corpriVs file and they put me in the gtiyard room."—Kipling.

COREY, CLEMENT BASSETT. Pueblo, Colorado.
'

'E says to me, ' You ought to 'ave more sense, ' '<? sez, 'at your time o' life.'
"— Kipling.

CRESSEY, CALVIN JOY. Modesto, California. "Judge."

I have not loved the world, nor the world me."—Byron.

DORTCH, ISAAC FOOTE. Gadsten, Alabama. "Ikey."

" Who talks like poor Poll."— David Garrick.

FAIRCHILD, HERBERT BIGELOW. Green Bay, Wisconsin. "Hubbie." "Alice." " Yellowhammer."

"A proper man as one shall see in a summer's day."—Shakespeare.

HAGE, SIGURD. Madelia, Minnesota. "Skowegian."

Nothi?ig on earth is more beautiful than a handsome man, and nothing uglier than a very ugly ma?t."

— St. Pierre.
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HOLLAND, WALTER JOHN. Braddock, Pennsylvania. "Dutchie."

" The Frenchman'' s darling."-—Cowper.

HUTCHINS, HAMILTON EUGENE. New Windsor, New York. "Skipper." "Hank."

"Had he thy wisdom, would he skip and play?"— Pope.

LANGLEY, RALPH SIMONS. Saginaw, Michigan. "Lanky."

"Now for all thy years, thou art a child."—Kipling.

MAGUIRE, JOSEPH FREDERICK. East Boston, Massachusetts. "Maggie."

"Now I'm pershuaded, I was cruel hard trated."— Kipling.

NEWCOMER, ROBERT HITT. Chicago, Illinois. "Hitt."

"For rhetoric, he could not ope

His mouth, but out there flew a trope.
,,— Samuel Butler.

OWNBY, GEORGE SANDERS. Union City, Tennessee. "Huntby." "Georgie."

"Let the world slide, let the world go,

A fig for care and a fig for woe."—Heywood.
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RAMSTAD, ALBERT GEORGE. Eauclaire, Wisconsin.

"/ think I can say of a post of eminence and respectability, that it is more easily attained than retained.

—La Bruyere.

ROBINSON, EDWARD SMALL. Mercer, Pennsylvania. "Mike."

Positively the best thing a man can do is nothing."—Charles Lamb.

SHEPARDSON, CHARLES ALBERT. Smyrna, New York. "Bertie."

"Better be damtzed iha?i mentioned not at all."—John Wolcott.

SMITH, WILLIAM REDDING. St. Edward, Nebraska. "Reddy."

"A sayer of smart things."—Pascal.

STAFFORD, DONALD BERNARD. Alexandria, Louisiana. "Donny." "Sappho."

"An idler is a watch that wants both hands,

As useless if it goes as if it stands."—Cowper.

TAYLOR, JAMES ALYAN. Indiana, Pennsylvania. "Jimmie."

"In every company there are more fools tha?i wise men."— Rabelais.
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WADSWORTH, ALEXANDER SCAMMEL, Jr. Elizabeth City, North Carolina. "Derby."

" The man who has nothing to boast of but his illustrious ancestry is like a potato,

the best part of him is underground."—Overberry.

WHETSEL, EVERARD N. Fortville, Indiana.

// thou be a severe, soiir-complexioned man.''— Izaak Walton.

WHITING, KENNETH. Larchmont, New York. "Ken."

"/ ?iotice that when a man runs his head against a post, lie cusses the post fust, all creashun next,

an' sumthing else last—arid never thinks of cussing himself."—Josh Billings.
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A. B. COURT, President.

R. E. INGERSOLL, Secretary.
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Class of 1905

Atkins, A. K.

Atkinson, J. F.

Austin, C. M.

Baggaley, W.
Baker, V.

Beall, G. A., Jr.

Blasdel, F. G.

Border, L. S.

Bowen, H. G.

Brown, H.

Burnham, H.

Caldwell, T. F.

Campbell, M., Jr.

Canaga, B. L.

Carter, A. F.

Carter, G. O.

Church, A. T.

Coffey, R. B.

Coman, V. K.

Cook, A. B.

Court, A. B.

Cox, O. L.

Cresap, L.

Culbertson, W. L., Jr.

Culp, R. S.

Davis. L. P.

Dortch, I. F.

Dowell, J. S., Jr.

Durr, E.

Dutton, B. Jr.

Eberle, W. E.

Eklund, F. N.

Ellyson, T. G.

Farley L. C.

Farwell, E.

Fawell, R. M.

Ferguson, J. N.

Frankenberger, H.

Friedell, W. L.

Fuller, H. G.

Furber, R. S.

Furlong, W. R.

Gaddis, W. P.

Gawne, J. O.

Glover. H. F.

Godley, F. B.

Gordon, S.

Goss, N. H.

Grace, C.

Green, B. H.

Greenlee, H. R.

Haines, G. VV.

Hargis, E. G.

Hayne, I. W.
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Hooper, S. C.

Howze, G.

Hutchins, H. E.

Ingersoll, R. E.

Irvine, R. L.

Irwin, H. L.

Jackson, R. A.

James, A. J.

Kays, H. E.

Laird, H. C.

Lassing, W. H.

Lawton, S. H., Jr.

Leary, H. F.

Liggett, W. , Jr.

Lightle, W. T.

Lohr, C. A.

London, J.J.

McCandless, B.

McClintic, W. S.

McNair, L. N.

McSheehy, E. L.

MacFall, R. C.

Mandeville, J. A.

Marston, C. S.

Maxson, H. H
Minor, L.

Morrison, J. R.

Murphy, C. F.

Neilson, R. P. R.

Newton, J. H.

Nimitz, C. VV.

Norris, A.

Oberlin, E. G.

Ogan, J. V.

Orr, H. A.

Pegg, E. M.

Pegram, G. C.

Pond, J. E.

Poole, J. M., 3D.

Rawle, H.

Rees, A. S.

Reno, W. E.

Robinson, E. S.

Root. E. S.

Sears, A. W.

Selfridge, D. I.

Shaw, C. H.

Shipp, E. R.

Shoemaker, H. E.

Smeallie, J. M.

Smith, R. C.

Smith, S. B.

Spears, W. O.

Stapler, J. T. G.

Steele, B. H.

Stewart, G. V.

Stott, A. C., Jr.

Strassburger, R. B.

SUMPTER, J. C.

Swanson, E. A.

Sweeney, J. C., Jr.

Townsend, L. VV.

Wadsworth, A. S., Jr.

Whiting, K.

Wilcox, J. W., Jr.

Williams, J. R.

Woods, J. S.

Woodson, W. B.
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Class of 1906

Aiken, H. K.

Albert, C. S.

Alexander, G. A.

Allen, Hugh.
Amsden, W. F.

Anderson, L. B.

Armstrong, E. B.

Atkins, L. M.

Barker, W. C, Jr.

Bartlett,, Owen.
Battle, S. W., Jr.

Bean, P. J.

Bell, A. L.

Bernheim, L. B.

BOGART, I. C.

BONVILLIAN, C. A.

Booth, W. H.

Boush, K. C.

Brainard, R. M.

Bristol, A. LeR., Jr.

Brittingham, P. S.

Brooks, J. H.

Bryan, G. S.

Burnett, W. LeG.

Cabaniss, R. W.
Cade, C. M., Jr.

Cake, S. W.
Calhoun, W. L.

Carstein, L. W. F.

Causey, L. D.

Chantry, A. J., Jr.

Chaptn, N. L.

Clarke, W. E.

Coale, G. G.

Coffin, V. P.

Colltns, J. H.

Connor, J. F.

Cooley, H. M.

Cox, J. F.

Darlow, G. M.

Davis, G. K.

Decatur, S., Jr.

Decker, W. B.

Delano, Harvey.

Dewar, R. A.

Dickinson, J. W.

Dixon, John.

Doherty, S.

Draemel, M. F.

Drake, W.
Emerson, H. F.

Ewell, L. M.
Field, P. H.

Fitch, A. W.
Fletcher, F. J.

Foster, W. W.
French, H. J.

Fuller, D. W.
Garcelon, A. A., Jr.

Ghormley, R. L.

Glassford, W. A., Jr.

Goldman, J. B.

Grady, R. C.

Graves, C. S.

Green, Thomas.

Hall, W. A.

Hall, W. E.

Harter, R. L.

Hartigan, C. C.
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Haves, W. P.

Henderson, S. L.

HlCKEY, A. S.

Howard, D. L.

Howe, W. B.

Hughes, R. E.

Jacobs, W. F.

Jensen, H. M.

Johnson, B. T., Jr.

Jones, Harold.

Joyce, A. R.

Keene, G. F., Jr.

Keller, C. S.

Kelly, H. B.

Kidd, I. C.

Knox, H. G.

Lake, G. E.

LoRSHBOUGH, W. W.
Lowe, R. V.

Lowman, R. L.

Lynch, C. McK.
McCain, J. S.

McDonald, R. S.

McWhorter, C. S.

Madden, W. E.

Manly, M. E.

Mann, R. R.

Markland, M. G.

Marzoni, P. B.

Mayo, C. B.

Metcale, Y. N.

Meyers, A. C.

Meyer, C. P.

Miller, G. W.
Miller, J. P.

Morrison, D. P.

Morton, G.

Moses, E. S.

Nagle, P. E. D.

Neel, B.

Newton, W. F.

Noyes, Leigh.

Olding, J. P.

Peacock, W. T.

Pence, H. L.

Perkins, F. M.

Reichmuth, F. L
Riebe, H. B.

Roberts, F. H.

Robinson, F. M.

Rogers, F. F.

Russell, C. A.

Scudder, R. P.

Shanley, H. H.

Sharp, A., Jr.

Shute, I. C.

Silsbee, J. A.

Simpson, G. R.

Smith, N. M.

Smith, R. F.

Spofford, R. W.
Stevenson, W. H.

Stiles, W. C. I.

Stirling, A. G.

Taffinder, S. A.

Taylor, Conant.

Tilley, B. F., Jr.

Towers, J. H.

Turnbull, A. D.

Utley, H. H.

Walker, R. L.

Wallace, S. W.
Washburn, E. D., Jr.

Welch, L. F.

White, R. A.

Wilhelm, A. C.

Willson, R.

Wilson, P. L.

Withers, T., Jr.

Wolleson, E. A.

Woodruff, C. A.

Woodworth, E. B.

Wright, G. B.
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Abbett, H. J.

Adams, J. Q.

Adams, L.

Allen, E. G.

Almy, E. D.

Anderson, E. L.

Atkins, A. W.
Austin, L. H.

Babbitt, H. S.

Babcock, F. H.

Baer, J.

Bair, M. Z.

Baker, A. A.

Baker, G. E.

Class of 1907

Barker, G. N.

Barleon, J. S.

Barlow, E. F.

Barnes, C.

Bassett, C. O.

-Baughman, C. C.

Beauregard, A. T.

Beck, W. L.

Beehler, W. P.

Bellinger, P. N. L.

Bemis, H. M.

Bernard, R, F.

Berry, N. E.

Bisky, L. S.

Blackburn, C. T.

Borland, J.

Bovvdey, G. H.

Boyd, W. T., Jr.

Braden, F. W.
Bradley, W. W., Jr.

Branch, J. R.

Bratton, L. E.

Brown, A. W., Jr.

Bruce, B.

Bruce, B. H.

BURFORD, R. A.

Butt, A. J.

Campbell, H.
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Carpender, A. S.

Caskey, G. L.

Cassidy, R. E.

Chambers, C. F.

Cherney, W.
Child, W. G.

Clark, C. R.

Clark, V. E.

Clay, G. F.

Clement, E. F.

Clement, S. A.

Cochrane, W. F., Jr.

Coe, W. G.

Coffman, R. B.

Cogswell, F.

Cohen, A. M.

Conpitt, J. H.

Cooder, H. R.

Copeland, D. G.

Corwin, A. A.

Courts, G. McC.

Crenshaw, R. S.

Crosse, C. W.

Cruse, J. T.

Gumming, J. W. W.

Cummings, D. E.

Dallas, G. M.

Danenhower, S.

Davis, G. E.

Davy, C. G.

Dial, H.

DlBRELL, A. G.

DlCHMAN, G. C.

DONAGHUE, E. L.

Doxey, J. L.

DuBose, J. W.

Dunn, C. A.

Dyer, H.

Earle, J. B.

EcCLESTON, W. J.

Edwards, R. S.

Emrich, R. P.

Evans, J. S.

Ewing, E. A.

Farber, W. S.

Farquhar, A. S.

Frank, A. W.

Frellsen, R. F.

Galloway, R. S.

Gates, L. E.

Gearing, H. C, Jr.

Giffen, R. C.

Gill, C. C.

Gillmor, R. E.

GOLDTHWAITE, F.

Gorham, G. B.

Gossett, B. B.

Greig, S. O.

Griffiths, P. O.

Gross, F. E.

Gross, R. F.

Gulliver, L. J.

Gygax, F. X.

Hall, J. L.

Hammond, P. H.

Hanson, R. T.

Harrison, B. G.

Heim, S. F.

Henderson, E. H.

Herbster, V. D.

Heron, K.

Hewitt, H. K.
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HlCKEY, B. F.

Hicks, W. W.

Hill, K. L.

Hill, R.

HlNKAMP, C. N.

Hobbs, G.

HoDGMAN, W. A.

HoLCOMB, F. P.

Holden, H. L.

HoLLIDAY, S. E.

Hoover, J. H.

Horner, R. B.

Hovey, C. E.

Howard, D. S. H.

Howard, O. W.

Howell, J. B.

Humphrey, C.

Hunter, D. T.

Hyatt, C. R.

FIydrick, J. L.

Ingham, W. B.

Ingram, J. H.

Iseman, J. E.

Jacobs, R.

James, C. M.

Jewell, J. W.

Joerns, G.

Johnson, E. F.

Johnstone, H. H.

Jones, C. A.

Jones, H. A.

Jordan, L., Jr.

Jurney, R. L.

Kays, H. T.

Keiran, R. T.

Keller, H. R.

Kelly, E. F.

Kenyon, G. W.

Keppler, C. H. J.

Kimball, L. F.

King, F. R.

King, R.

Kittel, E. G.

Klein, J. H., Jr.

Knapp, J. PI.

Knauss, H. E.

Knox, F. M.

Krakow, C. C.

Lafrenz, W. F.

Lagerquist, F. W.

Laird, G. H.

Lando, E.

Lauman, P. G.

Lawrence, W. W.

LeBourgeois, H. B.

Lee, W. H.

Leonard, E. R.

Lewis, J. W.

Libbey, M. A.

LlCHTENSTEIN, E. A.

LlLLEY, F. P.

LlPSTATE, W. A.

Lofquist, E. A.

Logan, G. C.

Logan, W. C.

Lombard, B. R.

Lowell, R. T. S.

Ludlow, R. F.

Lyon, H.

McCarthy, F. P.

McClure, H. A.

McConnell, R. F.
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McCool, J. H.

McCoRMACK, H. W.

McCrary, P. H.

McGill, C. McC.

McKeehan, L. W.

McKinney, S. B.

McKittrick, H.. V.

McWhorter, E. D.

Macy, F. S.

Mallison, W. T.

Manier, W. R„ Jr.

Martin, A. C.

Martin, A. G.

Mason, G. H.

Mathewson, R. W.

Maxfield, L. H.

Mayfield, I. H.

Mecleary, H. B.

Meredith, J. E.

Miles, A. H.

Miller, C. E.

Milner, F. W.

Monroe, J. A.

Monteser, W. R.

Montgomery, C. E.

Montgomery, R. L.

Mooney, R. W.

Moore, F. B.

Murfin, H. C, Jr.

Murray, J. McC.

Needham, R. C.

Nichols, N. L.

Nixon, W. C.

Norris, C. R.

Norton, H. H.

O'Brien, J. M.

Olds, A. McL.

Osburn, C. T.

Page, C. P.

Palmer, R. C.

Parker, J., Jr.

Parker, R. C.

Payne, S. S.

Philip, J. W.

Pickett, C.

Piersol, W. B.

Plummer, F. L.

"POUSLAND, C. F.

Pritchard, E. W.

Pryor, F. D.

Pugh, C. E.

Purnell, W. R.

Ravenscroft, G. M.

Rawls, W. O.

Read, A. C.

Reid, S. S.

Reidy, T. J.

Rhodes, J. B.

Ridgely, H. C.

RlNEHART, E. U.

RlTTER, H. H.

Robinson, C. R.

Rogers, B. D.

Russell, F.

Sampson, R. E.

Scheibla, L. C.

SCHELLING, J. M.

Schuyler, G. L.

Scott, D. A.

Seymour, P.

Shea, J. F.

Sherlock, W. E.
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Shirley, M. C.

Shonerd, H. G.

Simpson, G. W.

Slayton, C. C.

Smith, R. R.

Smith, W. T.

Snapp, D. D.

Spencer, H. L.

Spruance, R. A.

Starr, F. C.

Stevens, J. G.

Stevens, L. M.

Stevenson, F. T.

Stewart, R. R,

Stiles, W. H., Jr.

Stokes, H. L.

Stover, R. LeC
Strait, B. A.

Strother, E. W.

Struble, G. W.

Swasey, G. T.

Symington, T. A.

Taylor, B. B.

Taylor, H. G.

Theobald, R. A.

Thibault, L. F.

Thomas, R. G.

Thomson, T. A., Jr.

Tod, E. W.

TORLINSKI, M. J.

Truxtun, W. T.

Tuholski, W. H.

Ulrich, W. C.

Van Auken, F. T.

Van de Carr, J. C.

Van Derveer, W. A.

Vertress, L. L.

Vossler, F. A. L.

Walker, E. B.

Wallace, W. O.

Walsh, W. H.

Ware, B. R., Jr.

Warren, R. D.

Watson, R. H.

Weller, E. C.

Wellington, G. L.

Welte, H. E.

White, N. H., Jr.

Wilkinson, J. C, Jr.

Williams, E. H.

Williamson, W. P.

Windsor, C. C.

Witt, J.

Woodward, V. V.

Wright, C. L.
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T SEEMS a pretty safe statement that every class has a history, and there can be no doubt that

the histories of all classes coincide in thir most essential particulars. For this reason and because

the subject of class history has been rather fully treated in the past, we will go into no very exten-

sive description or violently oratorial bursts of rhetoric in this article.

The Class of 1904 entered the Academy at various times during the summer and fall of 1900,

some to spend three months in making the acquaintance of Matty Strohm and Professor Cor-

besier, the rest to face, untried and unprepared, the terrors of the plebe math, department and

the welcoming smiles of P. Miller and Dago. It was bad at first, and Jarvis carried many a
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homesick wail to- the postoffice; but those were the good old days now gone forever, when even a wooden

man could get a 2.5 if he went about it in the right way, and before long life assumed a more pleasing

aspect.

We lived through plebe year with all its hardships. We rated little and knew we deserved it; we

took our share of running and have since been sincerely thankful that we received it, and we never told

anybody our troubles.

At last it was all over and we embarked for our first practice cruise. That cruise was pretty bad,

but there was a bunch of new plebes with us who removed many a burden from our shoulders. Many

a time we laid aft to the braces when it seemed that endurance had reached its limit, and the unwelcome

shrill of the whistle of the boatswain's mate calling the reel-holders used to vibrate through our dreams.

Up at 5 in the morning lashing our hammocks with breakneck speed, dashing wildly for the washroom

to. find that the last drop of water had just been squeezed from the reluctant faucet, on deck to man the

ashwhip—thus our days began, and the programme lasted until 9 at night. It was a hard life, but we got

ashore once in a while and forgot our troubles for a few short hours.

And then we went on leave. No one who has not actually had the experience can imagine the

unalloyed bliss, the perfect and untroubled joy of leave. To walk clown Pennsylvania avenue, hands in

pockets, fingering a roll of the long green, with no prying eye to< watch your movements, after eight

months of study and three months of slavery—there is absolutely nothing that can compare with the

sensation. And home again—it is heaven; no less. But it was over at last, and we gathered at the

Academy for the second heat. And it was a hot one, too. We fled through conies and stereo at the

rate of forty pages a day and mastered all of Calculus in a couple of months. It was a fast pace and a few

failed to reach the wire, but by hook or crook the most of us came out with the longed-for 2.5.

Second Class cruise came next, and we made the same round of Eastern summer resorts and swung

in the same old hammocks. But it was a little easier. We were second classmen now, and the fore-
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castle is not easily seen from the bridge, so that a lesser share of labor fell to' our lot. Then we went on

leave again. It was as good as the former one, and we began just where we left off the year before, with

a result to Tupper, McDowell and several others that is a matter of remark.

Back again we came from every corner of the Union to plunge into the maelstrom of Math., Skinny

and Nav. that a loving academic board has prepared for second classmen. Ye gods! but it was

fierce. Gone were Pop and his cohorts, but their mantles had fallen upon the worthy shoulders of Willie

G. and Philip, while the unutterable mysteries of Gow and Watson kept us in the dining-room far into

the small hours of the night. Bagley made of himself a basic Bessemer converter by a continual diet of

chalk, while Smead and Dodge cut out sleep altogether and spent their nights at the Miclshipman-in-

Charge's table with a sack of Bull and a mound of books.

Another cruise much the same as those that had gone before, except that we occupied the berth

deck and lived on fried eggs while our companions in misery managed to keep soul and body together

on canned willie and beans, and with the important difference that we told other people how to- pull on

ropes instead of doing so ourselves. And then we went on leave—those of us who had escaped the

clutches of funny Bill and Philip, and once more we gathered around the familiar hearthstone, no more

to study, but to wait in patience for our diplomas.

And here we are now. We have troubles yet, but many of them have already passed, and many more

will soon be behind us. True, we may leave a few anxious creditors to mourn our loss, and some hearts

may ache for a little while; but we are ready to go. We have had enough of the weary pursuit of the 2.5

and look forward with pleasure to a two-by-four stateroom and inspections of the double bottoms.

And yet it is hard to leave. We have formed friendships that can never be forgotten—that cannot

be broken without many a throb of sorrow and regret. Our Alma Mater has often seemed stern and

oppressive; but it is our Alma Mater, and we can but feel a true affection for the home that has sheltered

us for nearly four long years. Our superiors have not infrequently failed in a proper sympathy for our
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youthful moods and shown an unjust spirit toward our caprices; but we are ready to forgive them. We
leave the Academy with ill-feeling' toward none. We are friends to the whole wide world—even the

math, department has a share of our affection.

A few short days more and we will be scattered to the four corners of the earth, many of us never

to meet again. Don't forget us. Though as a class we are far superior to any that has gone before, we

may have our failings. If so, deal with them lightly. Think often of our good qualities and let our faults

sink into oblivion. Our period of probation is over and we must go. Good bye to our enemies, if we

have them; an revoir to our sweethearts—God bless them. Others will soon fill our places and the old

scenes know us no longer; but remember, remember the Class of 1904.
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The U. S. S. INDIANA, Captain VV. H. Emory.

The U. S. S. HARTFORD, Captain W. H. Reeder.

The U. S. S. CHESAPEAKE, Commander W. F. Halsey
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The Cruise

hie and Snor

and twice we

To the conscientious historian—which is us—the last practice cruise of

the Class of 1904 presents some difficult features. With an itinerary which

was abandoned the first week out, two ships which rolled through 362J4

each, and a third which, according" to the Nczv York Journal, was slowly going

to pieces, our summer was certainly not devoid of interest; but an attempt to

trace the various members of the fleet in their maudlin wanderings from one

summer hotel to the next baffles even our remarkable powers.

To begin with, the weather started out as bad as ever. While the Inch-

ana and the Hartford were at Newport News, where their details of Midship-

men were learning the yards backwards and blindfolded, turning in the same

old notes that had done duty twice before, taking in the hop at Fort Mon-

roe, and incidentally whipping a base-ball team of the fort officers, all this

time the Chesapeake was battling with all the plagues of Egypt and the rest

of the earth. Sadie had long since lost hope—and other things—and Hub-

ter were fighting desperately for first place at the rail. Twice Montauk Point hove in sight,

were compelled to run out to sea again; but on the third attempt the good old pickle-boat

V
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dropped anchor within sight of the familiar three-ball escutcheons of the

Pequot House, at New Jerusalem. Here a pleasant stay was made, enliv-

ened by a charming ball, where we lost our hearts to the sparkling- eyes

and diamonds of the fair Israelitesses.

Meanwhile the Indiana and Hartford were at Boston, where Charles

Clifton was in his element, and where a parade in honor of the Hooker

Statue unveiling was enlivened by voluntary contributions of fruit, etc.,

from the Augustians. From here, too, Colby carried home many re-

splendent memories, and here he caught the last boat. Finally, the entire

fleet foregathered in New London for the first change of ships.

The Indiana's stay was short, for almost immediately on her arrival

she set out for "little old New York." She was there a week, and the

Metropolitan Police Force are still rubbing the carmine

streaks off the Flatiron Building and upper Broadway. From

the party of youngsters who, quite inadvertently, captured the

"Sammy" Box at "The Wizard of Oz," and thereby won the

enduring envy of their classmates, to the proud First Class-

men with eight days leave and a memorable dinner at Mar-

tin's, who 1 returned awesomely familiar with "The Sultan of

Sulu" and "The Earl of Pawtucket," all were interested in the

big city. Meanwhile, the Chesapeake and the Hartford had
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bidden a tearful farewell to New London to the accompaniment of

numerous siren shrieks, and waving handkerchiefs, while the band

labored manfully at the oft-repeated strains of "The Girl I Left Behind

Me."

The Chesapeake headed up the coast and Indiana and Hartford met

at Nahant, familiarly known as "Cold Roast Boston," to help celebrate

the Semi-Centennial of her existence. "Joke" couldn't quite see how

the place could be so young-

, but was open to conviction that it was the

town and not the surrounding landscape. All day we were swamped by

a steady stream of visitors, who fell down hatches, absorbed all the wet

paint aboard, lost themselves below decks, had numerous exciting inter-

views with Loop and generally enjoyed themselves. Finally, Joe Little,

observing all this waste energy, was struck by a lurid idea, and estab-

lished a Bureau of mis-Information, where he obtained the

signatures of all the Easy Marks in range. For a climax

to the celebration, we were sent ashore as junior officers in a

parade of our seamen. The occasion was one of great eclat,

the route stretching wildly round the country, apparently

in a persistent endeavor to- isolate us from all habitations

and signs of humanity. For miles unnumbered we marched

through the dust and under the solemn gaze of the peaceful

bovines. At some places we would pass a yellow dog or a
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group of one person (though this was infrequent), when the line would

brace up and pass in review. Naturally, when we reached the very at-

tractive Clubhouse we were hot and thirsty! And I want 'o say right

here that the members of that Club are to the good ! We were thirshty,

an' they—hie—filled us. There was ev'rythin' you could want—an'

—

le' go, I wissch 'stine'ly in-(hic)-formi you, s'r, 'mi not loaded. Well,

what 'f I did fall, the floor was all shlipperlily there, an' anyways, lesh

get pickshers taken. Sir, I am 'shamed be seen on zhe shtreet wiz sush

objec' 's you. Tommie, ish dish'raceful. We'll have 'o get him 'ome.

I've a'ways loved you, y' know, Tommie. Ev' since I was lil, lil boy—HI

—=-lil hie !

We probably left Nahant the next morning, and they

say there was a hop the night of the parade. Anyway, the

Hartford took a short cruise to Newport and New London,

while the other ships continued up the coast to Bar Harbor.

And now a horrible sense of impending disaster came

over us. Somewhere on the tossing waste of waters were

several hampers of laundry for us, but where we could not

tell. Most of us were reduced to striped jerseys and white

gloves, which, although well enough in their way, look
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rather severely simple and barren of adornment when made to do duty

for an entire costume; and one man was the proud possessor of two*

handkerchiefs and a spool of thread. Under these conditions we found

our costumes most suited to the engine and fire rooms, and it is due

to this circumstance that the First Class Steam exams, were so credit-

able. It was even said that the General then made his investigations

regarding priming, resulting in the discovery of the following famous

antidote : First tap the boiler gently on all sides with a small steam

hammer of about eight tons—to' be supplied on service—then gently

open its mouth and insert some soda, after which administer three lumps

of sugar and rock to sleep. If the chief engineer is a chorister, he should be required to sing a lullaby.

The Indiana arrived first in Bar Harbor, the other two ships soon following, together with about all

the rest of our Navy on tap, and the month we spent there would be as difficult to describe as to forget.

It would be impossible for us adequately to> express our

appreciation of the numberless kindnesses, the hops, din-

ners, dances and lawn parties with which this most hos-

pitable of summer colonies besieged us. And, under the

same heading, let all thanks be given to those two gallant

martyrs—General and Jimmie—who, themselves detained

aboard, stood countless watches for us and never failed to

sympathize with our glowing descriptions of our adven-

tures ashore.
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But even a Bar Harbor summer must end, and in this

case grim tidings of war brought it to> an untimely close.

Shortly after Wooden's celebrated scuttle-butt observation

we put to sea for a couple of days. We were not quite

sure what it was all about, but apparently the defensive

squadron wanted to tag the other before it could get in

to the hop at the Newport House, and success crowned

their efforts; each vessel of the defenders sighting the

enemy ten minutes before the rest of the squadron, simul-

taneously. (N. B.—That doesn't sound quite right, but it

was compiled very carefully from information received on

all the different ships.)

The attacking fleet being amicably defeated, we returned to Bar

Harbor where we found the Chesapeake up the creek hustling guns in

and out. Another week of gayety, varied in the case of the Hartford

by a personally conducted sail drill for the benefit of the ladies, and then

we scattered once more. The Chesapeake started down on her long

and strenuous sail, the Hartford started to Rockland for the War Game,

and the Massachusetts having tried to do some broad jumping, the

Indiana was detailed to convoy her remains to' New York. There her

detail blew in as roseate a week as had the first visiting party.
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After two days at Rockland the Hartford joined the squadron for the Army-Navy Maneuvers, after

which sleep was an unheard-of thing- aboard. What with night and early morning attacks, landing par-

ties that ended in valliant assaults on totally uninhabited islands, the general cussedness of stadimeters

and the grand final scrap at Portland, where we went into battle with about one and a half rounds apiece

—

what with all this, we didn't have much time to read our Ibsens.

Then came the end of the maneuvers and the joyous moment when

the signal reached us to repair immediately to' Annapolis. For four

days we buffeted our way doggedly down the coast, with lifelines across

the decks, eating our meals with our fingers, for it was impossible to

spread mess-gear. At night we would lie in our hammocks and listen to

the swashing waves of a sea of clothing, sextants, nautical almanacs, arti-

ficial horizons, note-books, etc., that swept from one side of the deck to

the other with every roll. But what cared we if the covers were off our

Seamanships, or if our Azimuth Tables looked like a non-reg. collar that

had come back from the Academy Laundry? for we were Going Home!

And when we finally dropped anchor in the old Bay, never so attractive before, and heard the Indiana's

tales of the week in New York and the plaint of the Chesapeake for the usual short rations and when

a few hours later we left Annapolis to scatter to the four quarters of the Union, the joys and sorrows of

the Cruise of 1903 had dropped into the past and were but a pleasant memory.
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Athletics

By college athletics is no longer meant the persistent endeavor of the individual or the effort of an

enthusiastic few toward the attainment of a more perfect physical development, but it is the struggle

between colleges for victory upon the athletic field, and to those colleges to whom victory is most often

given, it means not merely the work of an individual or of the individuals composing a team, but the

work of every individual in that college, whether the help that he gives be in the direction of personal

achievement or merely in the display of a proper college spirit. To athletics we owe the growth of this

college spirit, for they have grown apace, and to the display of this college spirit we must look for the

success of our college athletics. The one cannot exist without the other. The spirit, to be a proper

spirit, must be one that is strong to> endure defeat as well as to bear victory. It is not hard to enthuse

when success is ours, and for such enthusiasm we deserve little or no credit. We can lay no claim to

a true spirit until we have kept up that spirit through a series of defeats, even though they may extend

through a number of years. Ultimate failure often comes from continued success; and let us remember
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that ultimate success may come through continued defeat if throughout it all we display the spirit and

strength to bear our defeat without being affected by any feeling of discouragement that may arise through

a lack of spirit. The non-participants and critical onlookers at college games expect a spirit of life and

vim in the members of the team upon whose hard work they so placidly gaze, but if they be fellows of

those team members let them remember that the men who struggle for the glory of their school look to

them for support and for the display of those characteristics which go to form: true college spirit. If you

have gone through college and failed to be moved by any sentiment or feeling for your team or the glory

of your school, then you have failed in your college life and been deprived of the greatest gift of a higher

education.

The object in college life is not merely the gaining of a limited amount of higher learning, the amount

dependent upon your capacity, but rather the instillment within you of a spirit of fellowship, of comrade-

ship, of fairness and of honor. And to the attainment of this object there is no more direct, no surer means

than college athletics as exhibited in our college games. Here is born the spirit of rivalry, the desire to

excel that calls forth greater efforts; here is experienced the glory that comes of victory, of accomplish-

ment, and of achievement, and the pain of defeat and of failure; here is shown the reward of effort and of

perseverance, and the punishment that must follow a lack of these; here is proven the strength of combined

and concentrated effort as opposed to individual excellence in whatever degree.

Athletics have become such a potent factor in college life and in the training of college men to

become men of affairs that they require some provision to be made for their maintenance and encourage-

ment by the management of the college. They demand not only the enthusiastic support of the stu-

dent body, but the same support of those who shape and control the policy of the school, not a mere
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disinterested and unwilling sanction, but an honest encouragement that may make itself felt to> the team,

to the school and to the country at large. The spirit of sport is too grand a thing to be received and

viewed calmly—it must be welcomed and encouraged with the enthusiasm that is a part of it.

It is to be regretted that the publicity that attaches itself to> success gained in athletic contests has

held forth this means of advertising institutions of learning, and so introduced the damaging element of

professionalism in certain of our colleges, which in the end must prove detrimental to the object sought

since the fundamental principle of fairness is hereby violated. Men are given inducements to attend

certain colleges and retained in them because of their athletic prowess, and so the institution is robbed

in a sense of its primary object. It is only by keeping our sport clean and free from this disturbing ele-

ment that we can hope for good sport and hope to have it work in harmony with our academy life for our

betterment and ultimate fitness for the service upon which we have entered.

There is perhaps no other service in life that demands more the principles of true college sport than

the naval service, and it seems expedient that in the preparation of men for this service the great fac-

tor of athletics should be recognized according to its true value and given its proper place in the aca-

demic course. The spirit of fellowship, of comradeship, of fairness and of honor must be developed, and

for its most perfect development there seems no better means than through struggles upon the athletic

field.

We would express our gratitude to those Officers who, through a pride in the service and a love

for the Academy, have done so much to give it the athletic standing that it now enjoys. To Dr.

Dashiell, more than to any other, we feel is due the advancement of athletics in the Academy and the

credit for the victories that have been ours during the period in which he has devoted so much of his time
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and held forth the example of untiring effort to the aspirants for athletic honors. We can only hope that

those who have been loyal to our school in word and in deed, who have lent their kindly encouragement

and withheld all harsh criticism, may find their reward in future victories honestly earned and fairly won.
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A. G. Caffee, Manager. C. C. Soule, Captain.

Halsey, '04, F.B. Whiting, '05, Q.B.

Oak, '04, G. Farley, '05, R.T.

Shoup, '04, Q.B. Goss, '05, C.

Soule, '04, R.E. Strassburger, '05, R.H.B.

Do-well, '05, R.H.B. Needham, '07, Q.B. Decker, '06, R.H.B.

Root, '05, L.H.B. Howard, '06, L.E. Grady, '06, L.T.

Piersol, '07, L.T. Rees, 05, L.T. McClintic, '05, R.G.
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Foot-ball

At the Naval Academy, as at nearly all American Colleges, football is the branch of athletics in

which most interest is taken. There are several reasons for the universal popularity of the sport; it is

easy for the untutored spectator to grasp the primary object of the game, which is for one side to

endeavor to carry the ball a certain distance in a given direction against such opposition as their oppo-

nents can muster; a knowledge of the method of procedure, of the fine points, tricks, etc., is not neces-

sary to excite interest and enthusiasm. Then, there is in every one of us a certain trait, handed down

to us from our more or less civilized ancestors—the delight of witnessing a battle; that is what a foot-

ball game is—one company of men intent upon a fixed object, the attainment of which demands strength,

courage, perseverance and skill; the other company of men equally intent upon thwarting their adver-

saries, with the same means at hand.

Football, in addition to affording a legitimate outlet for the inherent animal love of fight born in man,

gives him a severe course of training, not only physical, but mental, that is bound to be of value to the

future Naval Officer. It brings out the qualities of coolness, pluck, endurance and personal bravery;

it gives rise to conditions where victory depends upon the resourceful judgment of the captain, backed

by the well-disciplined crew.

This year we changed from Princeton to Yale coaches—Messrs. Gould, Chamberlin and Hall—all

distinguished players from New Haven, being engaged to> develop the Navy team from the material

at hand. A trainer, Mr. Wefers, the world famous sprinter from Georgetown University, has also- been

added to the coaching department.
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Enough cannot be said by players and midshipmen in appreciation of the work of Professor Dash-

iell. He continues, as in years past, to contribute his experience and thorough knowledge of the game,

and also does much to infuse into the play that indomitable spirit which has always marked the Navy

teams. We take this opportunity of expressing our deep thanks to him.

Our season began with a game with Virginia, which team we defeated in a close contest. Then fol-

lowed victories over Gallaudet and Dickinson. The game with the Baltimore Medical College was a

tie, being called at the end of the first half. In the Lafayette game we played better foot-ball than our

opponents, but the score was 6 to 5 against us. Georgetown's team defeated us and Pennsylvania State

did likewise. Then we defeated a team representing the New York Naval Reserves in a one-sided game.

The heavy team from Bucknell was too much for our lighter team, but the work done by our team was

most encouraging.

There remains the Virginia Polytechnic Institute game and the crucial test with West Point at Phil-

adelphia. In the game with the Army we are fighting against great odds, but if we win the glory will be

the greater. A prediction of the result at this time is impossible. The game will have been played

before the Lucky Bag is out, but this much we can say : the Navy will do> her best and will fight with the

old Navy spirit. West Point will likewise do her best, so it will be a question of which best is the best.
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H. E. KlMMEL, Matiager.

1st Ciew.

rodgers, '03. goss, '05.

Smyth, '03. Laird, '05.

Todd, '04. Court, '05.

Michael, '04. Battle, '06.

Farley, '05. Fitch, '06.

Coxswain, Hart, '04.

H. H. Michael, Captain.

2d Crew.

Nimitz, '05. Reichmuth, '06.

Marston, '05. Taffinder, '06.

Coman, '05. Root, '05.

Jensen, '06. Bartlett, '06.

Coxswain, Green, B. H., '05.
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The Crew

Last year the crew season began very auspiciously by a race with the 'varsity crew of the University

of Pennsylvania. The day was a bad one, the water was extremely rough. The shells stayed together

until after the mile and a half buoy was passed and then, unfortunately, Pennsylvania swamped. The

Navy shell, although water-logged, managed to cross the finish line and thus, technically, won the race.

We did not claim this as a glorious victory, but, laboring as we were under the disadvantage of using a

shell that we were not accustomed to, we thought we had done well. The first crew shell had been dis-

abled in some rough weather in which all three crews had been swamped, and we had received a new one

only a few days before this race. Thus, with practice and more hard work, we hoped to finish the season

successfully. But this was not to be. The crew became over-trained, and from this time our course was

downward. The next week we raced Yale and were defeated. At the end of another week our stroke,

Smyth, was in such bad physical condition that he was compelled to stop rowing. We had less than a

week to get accustomed to< a new stroke oar—we did it poorly. Consequently, we ended the season

with a defeat from Georgetown. The conscientious work of our coach, Ensign Timmons, and of Cap-

tain Rodgers merited a much better result. They worked earnestly and untiringly, but they were labor-

ing under difficulties that no one could have overcome to the extent of producing an entirely successful

crew. They have the sincerest appreciation and thanks of the squad for their efforts.

The outlook for this year is bright. For coach we have succeeded in engaging Mr. Richard Glendon,

of the B. A. A., a man who has already proved his ability. Good material we will have in abundance.

With the exception of Captain Rodgers and Smyth, of the Class of 1903, we hope to have our whole squad
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of last year, and also some good men from the Fourth Class. Judging by the showing of the second crew

last year, there will be no lack of competition for places. So, with good, hard work we hope to make a

crew that will be an honor to the Academy.

Rowing, more than any other sport, should appeal to the brigade strongly. We should surely

endeavor to> excel on the water before seeking glory in victories ashore. However, this has not been the

case. For some years so much attention has been paid to the other branches of athletics that rowing has

been almost neglected. In spite of this fact, our crew has always held as high a position among the

crews of colleges and universities as our athletic teams in their respective branches.

Aside from the fact that rowing is the sport that is most in keeping with our profession, it has much

to recommend it that is not found in any other. In no other sport does a man work more for the honor of

the team and less for his own personal advancement. He must undergo more discomforts and work harder

and with less encouragement than does any other athlete. But, in the end, if he has done his work con-

scientiously, he is fully repaid by the moral and physical development which he receives.
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Base-ball Team

J. E. Otterson, Manager.

Anderson, '03, C.F.

Raudenbush, '03, P.

R\"DEN, '03, S.S.

POTEET, '03, C.

Smith, C. E., '03, 2B.

Bassett, '04, 3B.

P. P. Bassett, Captain.

Pegram, '05, 1 B.

Spofford, '06, L.F.

Strassburger, '05,

McNair, F. V., '03,

McWhorter, C. S., '06,

R.F.
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Base-ball

The season of 1903 was a very successful one for the Navy Base-ball team. The team showed a steadi-

ness that at times surprised its followers, and while the batting was still weak, a marked improvement was

noted over the previous year. The games were all close, those with Yale. Pennsylvania, Georgetown and

Pennsylvania State being the most interesting. No West Point game was played—a great disappoint-

ment to both the battalion and the team.

The interests of base-ball have received much attention from the Executive Committee of the Mid-

shipmen's Athletic Association, a pleasing contrast to the support shown in former years. Hitherto we

have suffered both from lack of interest and lack of financial support. Within the last three years we have

gained and kept the interest, and now we have received a larger percentage of the amount allotted to

Athletics. With this we have the means wherewith to schedule a greater number of games, putting the

Academy team more on an equal with outside teams. With the ten or eleven games allowed us hereto-

fore, we could not hope to cope successfully with colleges that play a schedule three and four times as

great. With the larger schedule interest will rise and a feeling of greater importance attach itself to base-

ball at the Academy.

The team last year was unfortunate in not having a coach to remain throughout the season. A single

change of coaches handicaps a team, and with the double change experienced last year benefit derived

summed itself up on the wrong side of the sheet. Before the opening of the season it is hoped that the

Committee will secure the services of good coaches—coaches that will remain with us the entire season.

As to the team itself, prospects are encouraging. Although our battery is lost to us. one or two good
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men have been found in the Fourth Class, who, with conscientious work during the winter, should

develop well by spring. It should be borne in mind by all candidates for the team that though we work

under difficulties we should be glad to make sacrifices, and that what we do is not so much for our-

selves as for the glory and honor of the Old Gold and Navy Blue.
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3tMkmum
Track Team

R. A. Dawes, Captain.

Delano, Durr,

Stapler, Russell,

Lightte, Poole,

Williams, J. R. Whiting,

Marston, Ogan,

Ghormley, Sweeney,

Baggaley, Fitch, A. W.
Green, T. Metcalf,

Decker, Atkins, A. K
Eklund, Shoemaker.
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The Track

The interest in track athletics at the Academy has never been very great. The principal reason for

this is the fact that there have never been any meets with other colleges. During the winter of 1901-02,

for the first time in the history of this branch of sport at the Academy, a team was sent away to compete

with those from other schools. Last winter the same thing" was tried again, teams being sent to two

indoor meets. In the spring of 1902 an outdoor meet was scheduled with the Seventh Regiment of New
York, but this, for various reasons, did not take place.

Last spring there were several challenges for outdoor meets, none of which could, however, be

accepted. There was also a prospect of a relay race with West Point, but our hopes in that direction

were not realized.

Next spring we expect to have at least one open meet. If we succeed in doing this we shall have

made a long stride toward our final end and aim—a dual meet with the Army. In order to attain this

result we must first establish some records in open competition which will show that we have some small

chance of defeating the soldiers. To do this we must have more entries in our annual spring meets.

When the difficulties under which our track men labor are considered, it will be seen that the rec-

ords are not poor in the least. In fact, our records may be compared without shame to those of any

school of the same size in the country. The men are never excused from drill, neither are they allowed

a training table. Then, possibly, the fact that an N is won only by breaking a record deters many from

entering. Yet, in spite of all this, our meets are quite successful.
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The meet last spring' was especially successful in that two records were broken—those of the high

hurdles and broad jump. Decker cleared the hurdles in 162-5 seconds, cutting 2-5 of a second from the

former record made by Berrien, of 1900. In the broad jump the same man added two inches to the record

held by Willson, of 1903, doing 20 feet and 9 inches. Williams ran the 100-yard dash in 102-5 seconds,

while the 220-yard dash, run for the first time in two or three years, was done in 24 3-5 seconds. This

was good time, considering the fact that it was run on a curved track. The high jump brought out some

good men for this event, although none of them did anything phenomenal. This was won by Delano,

who cleared the bar at 5 feet 5 inches. While the records at the Academy are good, some of them need

bettering. There is one event in particular which brings out few men and in which no good record has

been made since the one made by Mustin. That event is the pole vault. And now, since the number

of midshipmen in the Academy has been increased to twice the original number, we shall expect most of

the records to be bettered. Although the Crew and Base-ball team claim the greater share of the ath-

letes during the spring, there should still be men enough during the coming year to make the field meets

interesting and even exciting.



The Twelfth Annual Spring Meet

EVENT

ioo-yards dash

220-yards dash

440-yards dash

120-yards hurdles

Half-mile run

Mile run

Pole vault

Broad jump

High jump

Putting shot

Throwing hammer

WON BY

Williams, '05

Williams, '05

Sweeney, '05

Decker, '06

Delano, '06

Whiting, '05

DURR, '05

Decker, '06

Delano, '06

Marston, '05

Baggalev, '05

RECORD

iof s.

24! s.

55 s.

1 6,f s.

2 m. 25! s.

5 m. 8f s.

8i ft.

20 ft. 9 in.

5 ft. 5 in.

31 ft.

83 ft. 3t in
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Fencing Team

R. R. RiGGS, '04, Captain.

Riggs, '04.

HlLLIARD, '04.

Mauldin, '04.

Atkinson, '05.

Jackson, '05.

Leary, '05.

Neilson, '05.

Aiken, '06.

Knox, '06.

Shanley, '06.

Sharp, '06.

Bassett, '07.

DlCHMAN, '07.

Dyer, '07.

JOERNS, '07.

Logan, '07.

' -3-V-

Tod, '07.
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Fencing

The early graduation of the Class of 1903 materially marred the success of the fencing season of last

winter. All the members of the first team were from this class, and until the season was well advanced,

it was thought that these men would represent the Naval Academy at the intercollegiate fencing meet at

New York. When it was learned that they would graduate in February it became necessary to fill their

places from the remaining classes, and as the new team had had absolutely no experience with outside

teams, it was deemed wise not to send any representative team to New York that year.

This unfortunate circumstance did more harm to fencing at the Naval Academy than anything that

could have happened, and it is to be hoped by all who have the interest of Academy athletics at heart that

we will never again be open to such criticism—that we failed to send a team to the first meet of the Inter-

collegiate Fencers' League, of which we were the founders.

Unfortunately, one feature of last year's programme fell through. Three times we agreed to a date

for a dual match with West Point, and three times they wrote and asked us to change the date. Finally,

they wrote that "much as they regretted the circumstances" they felt that they were not in condition for

a match just then, and would have to call it off.

This year the prospects are very much brighter. With excellent material in the underclasses, a team

quite as good, if not better, than the regular team will represent the Naval Academy at the intercollegiate

meet. At the time of this writing, it is planned to have this meet at Annapolis. The primary object of

the League was to be independent of the athletic clubs, so hereafter the annual meets will be held at

the different colleges. This will be a great step in advance over the old system, and it is believed that it

will give a new stimulus to fencing as a collegiate sport.
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Another great step has been made in the new manner of selecting judges. Hitherto they have been

picked at random from the New York Athletic Club, the New York Fencers' Club, the Turnverein and

other athletic clubs, but this method has proved very unsatisfactory. Hereafter, each college will nomi-

nate a judge, who shall be an ex-member of the fencing team from that college. This method of selec-

tion seems the fairest to all concerned.

The Midshipmen's Athletic Association has allowed fencing" considerably more money this year than

ever before, and with this we expect to have meets with all the leading colleges and fencing clubs in the

country. With the present outlook, it is to be hoped that fencing at the Naval Academy, as at West

Point, will soon take its place on equal terms with the other branches of athletics.
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Midshipmen Entitled to Wear the N

Yellow N— Foot-ball

Halsev, '04.

Michael, '04.

Oak, '04.

Soule, "04.

Farley, '05.

Rees, '05.

Root, '05.

Strassburger, '05.

Whiting, '05.

Aiken, '06.

Dotierty, '06.

Grady, '06.

Howard, D. L., '06.

Metcalf, '06.

Bassett, '04.

Pegram, '05.

White N—Base-ball

Spofford, '06.

Strassburger, '05.

McWhorter, '06.
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Red N—Crew

Hart, '04. Court, '05. Laird, '05.

Michael, '04. Farley, '05. Stott, '05.

Todd, '04, Goss, '05. Battle, '06.

Gray N—Fencing

Riggs, '04 Mauldin, '04. Hilliard, '04.

Green N—For Breaking a Track Record

Decker, '06.
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m&TTTS

P. P. Bassett. Leader

Bassett, P. P., '04.

LoFLAND, '04.

Little, '04.

DlLLEN, '04.

Bagley, '04.

Caffee, '04.

Johnson, I. C, '04.

Johnson, B. K., '04.

McMillen, F. E., '04.

Treadwell, '04.

tovvnsend, '05.

Court, '05.

Furlong, '05.

Atkins, L. M., '06.

Smith, R. F., '06.

Clark, '06.

Lake, '06.

Piersol, '07.

Borland, '07.

Pritchard, '07.

Johnson, E. F., '07.

Davis, '07.

Danenhauser, '07.

McKinney, '07.

Hunter, '07.





The Choir

A few of the Rules and Regulations governing the admission of candidates into the United States

Naval Academy Choir have leaked out from time to time—and mainly through the efforts of disappointed

candidates (such as Brad and Bill). They have been misconstrued and voiced about with the intent of mal-

ice. It is to' vindicate the position in which we have been placed by such traitorous conduct, as well as to

bring before the battalions the true state of affairs existing at the present time in the Choir, that we pub-

lish for the first time these Rules governing admission. With careful deliberation of the same, the

reader will soon perceive on what a firm, footing the Choir is founded—how impossible it is to admit any but

the very best talent.

Rule I. On the first Tuesday of the academic year a preliminary trial is held for all candidates "im-

mediately after dinner." (It can be stated here that the whole First Class turned out at the last prelimi-

nary trial.)

Note1
.—The candidates were received in the reception room by B. K. Johnson, and a thorough trial

given each man by the above-named person. At this trial eight men for each part were chosen and

ordered to> report at the chapel the following Friday afternoon for final trial (in lieu of drill).

Rule II. A final trial is held the Friday afternoon following the first Tuesday.

Note2
.—At this trial a most thorough test was made of the qualities of the voices. The standard set for

the first tenors to reach was the marvelous tone produced by Dave. Any candidate for second tenor who

could beat Willie Green was accepted on the spot and told to bring "frogs" the following Sunday. Fred
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had trouble with the first bassos—looks seeming to count more with him than tone of voice. The second

bassos were chosen by chance, the four drawing- the longest straws securing the coveted positions.

Rule III. All persons qualifying at these two trials shall be duly enrolled as members of the Choir,

and shall conduct themselves among their fellows in a manner becoming their enviable position.

Note 3
.—With the fourteen new men enrolled, the Choir numbered twenty-six, four vacancies remain-

ing. As regards the four vacancies, it may be mentioned that great influence was brought to bear on

the Choir leader during the next week in behalf of certain would-be "S's," (Shirkers, Fridays—Sleepers,

Sundays.)

But I fear I note a smile of disbelief on the countenances of some readers—ah, yes; we recognize

you—all disappointed candidates. With such an expression you might best read an old edition of /Esop.

The Rules governing the Interior Discipline are known only to Choir memblers—of what difference is

it to an outsider how we really do conduct ourselves (as a choir)? Does it matter to them whether Ben

Johnson ever sang a note in his life or not? What Dave does with himself every Sunday during service?

How Dillen passes the time? Whether we practice a Te Deum or Willie plays the Military Hero Friday

afternoons? If anyone is desirous of ascertaining the true state of affairs existing in the Choir the price

is small. (Fridays, on which occurs a particularly hard drill—enrolled for the day only—say, er—one din-

ner—Carvel Hall preferred. On any Sunday—one Sunday only—one package of Bull. Absolutely no

credit nor discount.)
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The Y. M. C. A.

The Y. M. C. A. has been a factor in Naval Academy life for a number of years, and that it has been

a power for good has been proved beyond a doubt. Living together as we do, where every man exerts a

greater or less influence upon his fellows, such an organization is much more necessary than in an ordi-

nary college. It offers to the young man who desires to live a Christian life the opportunity of gathering

with others once every week and gaining that strength of purpose which comes from companionship and

sympathy. Moreover, it gives to the man who desires to stand for the right a chance to- declare himself

before his fellows and show that he is on the side of morality and truth.

Ever since its establishment the Y. M. C. A. has gained ground. Those who are members, and they

compose a large part of the brigade of midshipmen, are steadily building up the organization and widening

its influence. Those who are not members still look upon the Y. M. C. A. with the greatest respect, and

to a man give it their hearty encouragement. You are always welcome if you wish to join, but whether

you join or not the Y. M. C. A. and the people who compose it are your friends.
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D. W. Bagley, '04.

A. Claude, '04.

A. G. Caffee, '04.

D. B. Craig, '04, Chairman

J. H. Lofland, '04.

A. K. Atkins, '05.

W. Baggaley, '05.

J. W. Wilcox, '05.

R. W. Cabaniss, '06.

|R. Willson, '06.
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Athletic Committee

Halsey,

SOULE,

Caffee,

Bassett,

Otterson,

Michael,

KlMMEL,

RlGGS,

Craig,

Farley,

McClintic,

Metcalf,

Piersol.
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List of Fraternities and Colleges Represented at the Naval Academy

Todd, '04. Mandeville, '05.

Joyce, '06.

Halsey, '04.

Humphrey, '07.

Hovey, '07.

Johnson, I. C, '04.

Kimmel, '04.

Tupper, '04.

ath

B©n

Logan, '07. Theobald, '07.

Bernard, '07.

AKE
Howze, '05.

Metcalf, '06.

Maxfield, '07

Powell, '04. Jones, H., '06. Henderson, '07.

Lassing, '05.

Rees, 05.

Cabaniss, '06.

KA (Southern)

Frank, '07.

K2
Austin, '05.

SAE
Kelly, H. B., '06.

Towers, '06.

Atkins, A. W., '07.
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Rawls, '07.

Goldthwaite, '07.

McKlNNEY, '07.

Strother, '07.



2N
Dixon, '06. Manly, '06. Stevenson, W. H., '06. Corwin, '07.

Sedgwick, '04. Cooley, '06. Parker, '07.

Court, '05. Frankenberger, '05. McClintic, '05. Aiken, '06.

Emrich, '07. Needham, '07.

<I>IOF

Knauss, '07.

<£A©

London, '05. McCain, '06. Howard, D. S. H., '07. Manier, '07.

Burnett, '06. Miller, J. P., '06. Lee, W. H., '07. Wellington, '07.

OSK ^T
Brittingham, '06. Keene, '06.

X<D

Haines, G. W., '05. Dial, '07. Gross, '07.

X^
Newton, VV. F., '06. Ewing, '07.

Total number of fraternity men 62

Total number of college men 122

Total number of midshipmen • ....
. . 679
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Colleges Represented at the U. S. Naval Academy

Agricultural and Mechanical College of Mississippi.

Hand, '04. Mayo, '06.

Agricultural and Mechanical College of North Caro-

lina.

Manly, '06.

Alabama Polytechnic Institute.

Gaddis, '05. Burnett, '06.

King, R., '07.

Baylor University.

Dowell, '05.

Brown University.

Keene, '06.

Carleton College.

Stewart, L. M., '04.

Central University.

Kimmel, '04. Powell, '04.

Lassing, '05.

Charleston College.

Todd, '04. Logan, '07.

Bristol, '06.

Clcmson.

Mauldin, '04. Hayne, I. W., '05.

Bellinger, 07. Gossett, '07.

Robinson, C. R., '07. Shirley, '07.

Cornell.

Gulliver, '07.

College of the City of New York.

HlLLIARD, '04. WELLER, '07.

Columbia.

Simpson, G. R., '06. Kittel, '07.

Atkins, A. W., '07.

Drake University.

Foster, '06.

Georgetown.

McCracken, '04. Mann, '06.

Williamson, '07.

Georgia School of Technology.

Mandeville, '05. Towers. '06.

Stiles, '07.
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Harvard.

Drake, '06. Johnson, E. F., '07.

Lewis, '07. Libbey, '07.

Hampton-Sidney.

Bernard, '07.

Hamilton College.

Sedgwick, '04.

Idaho University.

Ghormley, '06.

Illinois State College.

Nixon, '07.

Kentucky Wesleyan University.

Hargis, '05.

Kentucky State College.

Kelly, '06. Miller, J. P., '06.

Knox College.

Emrich, '07.

Leland Stanford.

Barker, '06.

Lafayette.

Knauss, '07.

Maryland Agricultural College.

Ewell, '06. Page, '07.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

Grady, '06. Hall, W. A., '06.

Willson, R., '06. Hovey, '07.

Kelly, '07. Maxfield, '07.

Goldthwaite, '07.

Millsaps College.

Green, T., '06.

New Mexico Normal.

Glassford, '06.

Northwestern.

Johnson, E. F., '07.

Ogden College.

Sumpter, '05.

Ohio State University.

Oberlin, '05.

Oberlin.

Harrison, '07. Irwin, H. L., '05.

Princeton.

Turnbull, '06.

Roanoke College.

McClintic, '05.

Rose Polytechnic Institute.

Welte, '07.
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Southwestern Baptist University.

Friedell, '05.

Southern University.

Jones, '06.

Stevens Institute of Technology.

Hayward, '04. Campbell, '05.

Saint Francis Xavier College.

Nagle, '06.

Tulane.

Aiken, '06. Wellington, '07.

University of Arkansas.

Henderson, '07.

University of Alabama.

Howze, '05. Cabaniss, '06.

Dixon, '06. Rawls, '07.

University of California.

Metcalf, '06. Theobald, '07.

University of Chicago.

Lowe, '06. Harrison, '07.

Ewing, '07.

University of Colorado.

McCandless, '05.

University of Georgia.

Tupper, '04. Haines, G. W., '05.

McWhorter, '06. Newton, '06.

Gross, '07. Keller, '07.

Strother, '07.

University of Indiana.

DlLLEN, '04.

University of Iowa.

Keppler, '07.

University of Louisiana.

Johnson, I. C, '04.

University of Kentucky.

Furlong, '05.

University of Michigan.

COOLEY, '06. CORWIN, '07.

University of Minnesota.

Joyce, '06.

University of Mississippi.

McCain, '06.

University of Nebraska.

Fawell, '05.
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Mallison, '07.

ScHONERD, '07.

McKlNNEY, '07.

University of North Carolina.

London, '05. Stevenson, '06.

Lee, W. H, '07.

University of Nevada.

Olding, '06.

University of Tennessee.

Austin, '05.

University of Texas.

Johnson, B. K., '04. Court, '05.

Howard, D. S. H., '07.

University of Utah.

Wallace, '06.

University of Virginia.

Halsey, '04. Liggett, '05.

Miller, G. W., '06. Morton, '06.

Humphries, '07.

University of West Virginia.

Frankenberger, '05. Vossler, '07.

Union College.

Clark, C. R., '07. Parker, R. C, '07.

Va-nderbilt.

Rees, '05. Frank, '07.

Manier, 07.

Virginia Military Institute.

Caffee, '04. McCracken, '04.

Johnson, B. T., '06.

Virginia Polytechnic Institute.

Clement, S. A., 07.

Western University of Pennsylvania.

Campbell, H, '07.

Wofford College.

Carter, A. F., 05. Dial, '07.

} 'ale.

Needham, '07. Graves, '06.
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September

Do you remember,

Last September,

The maples round you clad in fire,

The gentle summer's wondrous pyre,

Fed by her passionate love's desire,

The dead bride of the sun ?

Do you remember,

Last September,

The shadowed fir-trees breathe and sigh,

Their branches o'er a lane arched high.

Where Phcebus' life-blood stained the sky,

Surrendered to the nigfht?

Do you remember,

Last September,

Those dear old words you tried to say

The eyes that stole your fear away,

The laughing lips whose answer gay,

Made life so sweet a thing?

Ah, you remember,

Last September,
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" Sayings"

Kimmel (telephoning to Annex C) : "The storm door is open."

"Love is like the measles—it goes hard when yon get it late in life."

Dismal : "I think I could work this problem if you'd tell me how far

milestones are apart."

Colby : "What the devil do you people mean by executing 'left face'

before I give the order 'March?'
"

Ted : "The North Pole is the point from which half the earth is visible

—no; I mean, half the celestial sphere."

Kimmel : "This isn't very good chalk they give us here, sir. If it hadn't

been for that I'd have worked twice as many probs."

Hilliard : "Will you tell me what you do next when you get a six-sided

triangle?"

"Yes, yes, Mr. Rodgers, and a holystone gathers no moss; but I don't see

what that has to do with the question."

A "Bo\v"-Line.

L x
=27° 32' 26".4 2 N L 2

=27° 52' 26".42 N
*i=33° 33' 2q".67 W ^2=34° 02' t 7".534 W

Pretty close.

H. K. H.

Hayward: "Ellos caminaban, caminaban, caminaban, ca, ca, ca
"

Patient Instructor: "The book has but two, Mr. Hayward; let's call it

off."

Ocfc.lt

REQUISITION.
*U. $. Xlaval Jfcadtmtj.

II oJ.

Reguired for my use the following articles, viz.:

t/uro Xfrt- AffVCUUUO

-tOVJV AJVfiA foixk

Jure (nrjiji uro^tiv AuruwAtA-

u*Mj qiAjK/Ct LJJuynryJL

J wrt> 'WrwctiA. A^^-fr^i

Oiys. (Jr. ouvvimu (w,, /X4iLjtLfn\\

I/MJ/ UlrVtJU. &ruJY#J3 Atjfc\ts\

9 « h- f v

Attd- OWXuJloJAs- ~ - 3 O CK/vCC

Respectfully submitted.

!».<?. O. «ga=- \ 4X? Class.
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PARK BENJAMIN,
EXFERT COUNSEL IN PATENT MATTERS,

MEMBER BRITISH INST OF PATENT AGENTS,

503 BROADWAY NEW YORK.

September 26, 1903

Dear Sir:-

I am very glad to comply with your request, and

send you herewith the story of how "Shakings" happened to be

written. I suppose you know that "Shakings" is the first book ever

made by any Midshipman. The "Lucky Bag" series is of quite reoent

years. I happen to have a photograph of myself, taken at the time

"Shakings" was made, when I was a first-olass man, aged 18, and send

you a copy. I also enclose a copy I have made of one of the original

unpublished sketches made at the time of the others selected for

•Shakings" You will see no doubt why it was not included. You

can put these in with the article, if you like.

Very truly yours,
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How "Shakings'
1 Was Launched

There is always in every Naval Academy class somebody who can

draw pictures. The first and also, I think, the best artist of that kind

was Midshipman (now Rear Admiral) Charles D. Sigsbee. Having

some little predilection that way myself, I became picture-maker

for the midshipmen when he left the Academy, being greatly incited

to perform that function by some capital pen-and-ink sketches of

Academy life as it then was, which he had made and which somehow

descended to me.

"Shakings" was simply a product of the new state of affairs which

came into existence when we moved from Newport back to Annapolis

in 1865 under the superintendency of (then) Vice-Admiral David D.

Porter. The Newport discipline proceeded on the theory that the mid-

shipmen were altogether too dignified persons to be permitted to play. The proverbial dullness incident to

all work might apply well enough to other boys in other institutions, but not to the youngsters who sol-

emnly perambulated the narrow bounds of Touro Square in the brief intervals between drill and study.

There was no base-ball, no foot-ball, no tennis, no hops and only the formal First Class ball in January, to

which neither the Third nor Fourth Class was ever invited. When we got back to Annapolis all this

completely changed. All sorts of athletic sports were encouraged, and even a theatre, whereof I painted

the scenery on bed sheets generously contributed by all hands for the purpose. From that artistic
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effort, with the impetus of Sigsbee's sketches, came the first of the Naval Academy books, which I called

"Shakings," because it was fashionable then to apply that name to the collections of jokes, poetry, etc..

which we used to compile in blank books drawn from the storekeeper. I made the pictures as occasion

suggested them,, and they were promptly grabbed, mainly by my classmates, and passed around the yard.

In strict confidence I may add that another cause of their production was a certain young lady, who- later

on married somebody else.

The man who suggested their publication was Midshipman (now Rear Admiral) Clifford H. West,

seconded by the young lady in question; so once while I was shut up in the hospital with a cold, due to

my having upset the sixteenth gun's crew (which I bad the honor to command) into the Chesapeake

Bay during boat drill under sail, I picked out those which were the best liked and sent them to a New
York publisher, with the somewhat innocent request that he make a book of them forthwith. The scraps

of poetry which were added were supplied partly by myself and partly by my classmates. All of the

misquotations were the work of the latter. Then came trouble. While the pictures were awaiting their

fate I received a sort of indirect hint that Vice-Admiral Porter would like to have the book dedicated to

him. Now, with Vice-Admiral Porter my relations were a little strained, owing to some unguarded

remarks which he had made to me on the occasion of my abandoning certain useless recitations in order

to devote myself more completely to the production of the scenery aforesaid, and also because I had

appeared before him with my jacket unbuttoned. Of course I ought to have heeded this intimation, but

feeling that if a Vice-Admiral was once permitted to act in this way toward an "author" without proper

rebuke, a dangerous precedent might be established, I bluntly said that I would not do it. Not that

I regarded the Vice-Admiral as willfully wrong in preferring the request, but because I felt that a certain

discipline among Vice-Admirals ought to be preserved.

Very shortly afterwards I received a notification from the publisher, who up to this time had favor-

ably regarded my request, informing me that he had been officially advised that the publication of such
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a book by a midshipman! would be in direct violation of the regulation prohibiting publications by naval

officers, and in due time the pictures came back. I found a very sympathetic friend in Mr. Thomas G. Ford,

then Assistant Professor of English, and he volunteered to secure another and less panicky publisher. His

effort succeeded, and that accounts for the dedication, which is otherwise unexplained. Besides, there

was a bargain about it. At that time Ford was engaged upon a history of the Naval Academy, and as he

offered to dedicate his work to the Class of 1867, that clinched the matter. I waited thirty-three years

for Ford's history to appear, and then, concluding that I had waited long enough, I wrote one myself.

As soon as it was known that the book would really come out, the whole battalion rose to its support.

The publishers asked an exorbitant price for it, but that did not trouble the youngsters so long as they

could have it charged to their accounts by the Paymaster. Enough copies were instantly subscribed for

to meet the entire expense of production, and in January, 1866, the first copy arrived at the Naval

Academy. I have a vivid recollection of the moment when Jarvis brought me the package. Word was

immediately passed that it had come, and Room 3, Building 6, was promptly thronged, despite the fact that

it was the middle of the morning study hours. The officer-in-charge (Lieutenant-Commander Schley)

swooped down on the entire crowd, and only his good nature saved everybody from a report for "visiting."

The excitement of the occasion reacted somewhat unfavorably on me, since it was the cause of my receiv-

ing "zero" for my immediately ensuing attempt to recite in Navigation. How could I be expected to

look at the lesson under the circumstances?

The authorities did not suppress the book. I think they were afraid to, perhaps because the news-

papers backed it and said it told the people what they wanted to know about the school. But it never

went beyond its first edition, nor, from a financial point of view, ever did anything more than reimburse

its publishers. I suppose it looks rather archaic to the midshipmen of today and seems almost like cari-

cature. But it never was that. On the contrary, it is an exactly correct representation of what the

youngster's life of forty years ago at the Naval Academy really was.
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I forgot to say what I did with that first copy. I drew her monogram in it and also- wrote some-

thing on the fly-leaf—which I will not on any account repeat here—and took it over to her house in the

yard directly after dinner. And last winter I found that very copy in an old book store in Washington.

The monogram I drew in it was still there- -but the other writing I guess her husband scratched out.

Park Benjamin, '67.

Vice-Admiral D. D. P. (to the first Cadet Lieut. Comd'r,

who has had his stripes put on according to his notion of his own
dignity and the new regulations)

—"Wha—wha—what the devil

do you mean, sir, by wearing more gold lace than me? Hey!!!"
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Twinkle, Twinkle

Twinkle, twinkle little star,

How I wonder what you are,

Aldebaran or Leonis,

Parthenope or Draconis.

Have you in your orbit wide

Seen the full moon's other side?

Do you ever feel the tax

Of carrying around your parallax ?

Does the almanac include

Your azimuth and amplitude?

Are you troubled with libration,

Shifting nodes and occultation?

Do you know the solstices,

Gemini or Pleiades?

Are you able to foresee

When you'll reach your apogee?

Isn't it a queer sensation

When you reach your culmination?

Do they have sidereal clocks

At the vernal equinox ?

Twinkle, twinkle, little star

How I wonder what you are,

Aldebaran or Leonis

Parthenope or Draconis.

'
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The Skipper's Farewell

It was on a morning early

That a skipper bearded, burly,

Paced up and down the starboard bridge with man}- a

stifled groan

;

And we saw his figure languish,

And his shoulders heave with anguish,

As the Pequot dropt behind us to the rancous siren's

moan.

"Now line up and face to starboard."

And resentment deep we harbored

As we saw the skipper's handkerchief waved wildly

in the wind
;

And he worked the siren madly,

As the bandsmen slowly, sadly,

Ground out the notes familiar of "The Girl I Left

Behind."

Then a trim yacht left her mooring,

With white figures fair, alluring,

That reclined upon her quarterdeck by lazy breezes

fanned

;

And hope smoothed the skipper's forehead,

As with interjection torrid,

He ordered up the midshipmen and called away the

band.

Now, when next our topsails shiver

As we round to in Thames River,

And see the trim yacht squadrons and the Pequot

House, why then

I'm sure 'twill all remind me

Of "The Girl I Left Behind Me"

And the skipper panting fiercely to "play it once again."
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In Gratitude

To Commodore Bourne, of the New York Yacht Club, the Class of 1904 takes this method of tend-

ering their thanks. This article is a small but heartfelt tribute to his kindness, generosity and true friend-

ship to the Naval Academy and to' ourselves. It will be many days before we forg'et the reception tendered

us on board the Delaware, or the hospitality and good cheer that made the occasion an epoch in our First

Class year. And when, as a parting evidence of his good feeling to' the Class of 1904, he made us a present

of his gig, we felt that our debt of gratitude was one that could never be fully repaid.

Our ability is wholly inadequate to give a proper expression of our thanks, but Commodore Bourne

and his family will ever occupy a place in the hearts of 1904, and our best wishes will follow them wher-

ever they may go.
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Tobacco

An Essay written by David McDougal Le Breton at the tender age of twelve.

Tobacco is consired by almost all of the eminent physicians of the world to be one of the most poison-

ous thing in existance if used for any length of time.

It does not seem very dangerous as it acts quite slowly but every time it is used it is gradually poi-

soning the entire system. Thus it is very deceptive and many people do> not fully realize the awful con-

sequences until they have gone too far to stop. Its use weakens nearly every organ in the body but

more especially the nervous system: and the heart. Tobacco causes the heart to beat very irregularly and

at times, if used to< a great extent, to stop beating altogether.

It is extremely dangerous for boy or children, who are growing, as it is very apt to retart the develop-

ment and thereby stunt their growth for life, but it is also very dangerous for anyone, of any age, to use.

It is also' shown that tobacco leaves an extreme thirst in the mouth, which is often gratified by strong

stimulants or alcoholic drinks.

It is said by the presidents of almost every large insane asylum in the country that tobacco 1 very often

causes insanity. One of its most awful works is that of lowering scholarship which it does almost always.

This occurs so frequently that directors of almost all the large schools have forbidden its use.

Asid from the physical effects of tobacco it is a very dirty habit. The odor is almost unmistakable
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and very disagreeable. It is also very expensive and a great many people spend a small fortune to gratify

this awful desire.

Yet while tobacco does so much harm and so- little good a great many people are foolish enough to

indulge in this terrible habit.

The Plaint of the Paymaster

With apologies to the " Tin Woodman.

Must you have butter for breakfast?

Can't you use coal oil instead ?

Don't you know kerosene's stronger

And adds a piqnance to your bread ?

Isn't "chuck" good enough for you?

Why must you have modern eggs ?

We buy the most succulent roosters,

The tend'rest of necks and of legs.

Can't you be content with "Canned Willie?"

Why don't you like "Scrambled Hen?"

The earth's choicest fruits are before you,

And vou're none of vou satisfied then.
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After the Banner Club

President, F. G. TUPPER.

Certain,

barnette,

h. a. stuart,

Mcdowell,
TUPPER,
JOHNSON, B. K.

Doubtful,

BLACKBURN,

CHAFEE,

HAND,

Le BRETON.

Probable,

BASSETT,

JOHNSON, I. C,

McMILLEN, F. E.

OTTERSON.

Suspected,

DILLEN.

POWELL,

SHOUP,

SMEAD.

Out of the Race,

FITCH.
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The Red Mike Club of Woman Haters

President, PETER DRULEY.

Vice-President, PUGGIE DAMPMAN.

Secretary, PAT HARRINGTON.

Members,

PIG LITTLE, BOW McCRACKEN,

JIM WICKERSHAM, NEDDIE WRIGHT,

EDSON OAK, TOUGH STEWART.

Fearful Example, DISMAL JONES.

Mascots,

MAJOR HAND, SPOAT RICE.
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On a shield gules, a bend vert, a society lion statant proper surtout,

holding a champagne glass in the dexter hand. In dexter base an

unshorn lamb, proper. In sinister chief a perfume atomizer, nile

green.

Supporters.—Two suits of pajamas gules (ball and chain pattern).

Crest.—On a shelf proper, a bottle of Roger and Gallet's violet

perfume, pourpure, supporting a family tree—and other trees—tenny.

Motto.—"In conscientia aeream satisfaciam."

Quarterly gules and sable, parted per pale and fess.

In d'Xter chief, a retort proper, distilling moonshine corn, tenny,

into a whiskey glass proper, by heat from a Bunsen burner azure.

In sinister chief a copy of Darwin's "Origin of Species" proper,

open at 50th page (the part relating to person under discussion).

In dexter base a Library of Skinny azure.

In sinister base a plug of Newsboy tobacco vert.

Supporters.—Two advertisement sandwiches proper, setting forth

the merits of Woodberry's facial soap—the subject's favorite brand—
the supporter on sinister hand declaring in substance "Post hoc ergo

propter hoc"—a fallacy, vide Department of English and Law.
Crest.—Or, a missing link over a sparking device tenny.

Motto.— "Pulchrissimus sed sapientissimus."
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On a field argent, a buzzard proper roostant on an old-fashioned

anchor or.

Crest.—A premiere danseuse proper bifurcant bearing in dexter

hand a banner argent, with the legend, "In Union there is not

strength."

Supporters.—Two brownie midshipmen sable, one, a "fat boy,"

with four buttons on his sleeve—-the other—lean from worry—with

something else on his sleeve.

Motto.—"Even his overcoat was split."

On a field argent, parted per fess regule at the honour point and

at the nombril point.

Ermine, a chief regule bearing three slush buckets proper inscribed

with the word "Grease."

Pourpure, a fess gobony parted regule, azure and sable. On fess

point a Holy Bible proper.

In precise middle base, a phylactery proper (for benefit of instruc-

tors).

Crest.—On a shelf tenny a "Library of the World's Best Music"
proper. Above, an autoharp rampant.

Supporters.—Two Presbyterian evangelists sable.

Motto.—Soy mas bueno que usted.
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Quarterly, argent and pourpure, a cheveron engrailed counter-

charged.

In dexter chief a scroll proper, containing a "List of Stripers"

(the subject's prognostications).

In sinister chief, a midshipman's locker proper, with inscription,

"ZU-ZU" sanguine, with a midshipman sable somnolent in chair

leaning against same.

In precise middle base, cobwebs proper attached to a comb sable

in dexter base and a tooth brush proper in sinister base.

Supporters.— On dexter hand a cake of Pear's Soap gules. On
sinister hand a hair brush vert attached to field by cobwebs.

Crest.— A file of Navy registers azure, from the earliest times

until the present day.

Motto.—"Dog, wouldst bite the hand that feeds thee?"

Azure, a sextant proper and a sign of the first point of Ares sable,

in bend.

Supporters.— In dexter hand a pair of parallel rulers saltant sable.

In sinister hand a pair of dividers proper surmounted by the head of

a navigator statant proper.

Crest.—A copy of an edition de luxe of "Bowditch's Navigator"

tenny, on a sixty degree triangle proper.

Motto —"In hoc signo vinces."
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a
Ready About

1 '

'Tis Ready About and Stations for Stays,

On the good ship that has no erratic ways,

That comes up in the wind and off with a smack,

So nice and serenely on the new tack.

It's "Ready O Ready" when middies are nigh

To their stations, and time it is then to cry,

"Ease clown the helm," and loudly proclaim,

"There you are jamming it down again,"

"Stand by the spanker boom, don't be too quick,

In hauling it 'midships ; that's not the trick,

But do it quite carefully, then when it's o'er

Jump to the braces and there work some more."

When head sails are lifting, yell out in glee

In a sing-songy manner, "Helm is a lee."

Now hop on some youngster hard by the main.

And cuss him out roundly again and again.

It matters not what the poor chap may have done,

But it adds a good deal to the first classman's fun.

By this time glance down at the mainsail's lee clew,

And you'll see that there's probably something to do

;

So "Rise tacks and sheets," and they're off with a jump.

"Let go of that lift, you haymaker, chump,

Will you ever have sense, and get on to your job?"
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Tis thusly you fume and fret with a mob
Of youngsters so fresh, second classmen blase.

(First classmen are on the berth deck far away.)

The wind is just now 'bout a point on the bow.

So it's time to swing after yards you will allow.

Proudly you strut and with trumpet you bawl,

In a very loud voice, "Haul taut mainsail haul."

And if middies are nimble and Fates are but kind,

Off on the other tack filling you find,

Don't "Stop, look and listen" when this you have done,

But keep the poor luckless ones still on the run.

From your station on high, you see that they all

Are ready to "Haul well taut, Let go and haul
!"

For such is the caper, you can bet your old socks.

It would not be right to leave head yards abox.

At this stage of the game, have every man Jack,

Hustle to get down the troublesome tack,

Throw off the lee brace, and check the main sheet,

"Caution the mastmen" the rest to complete,

Then haul away hearties and haul just once more,

Till you get the d thing plumb down to the floor (deck)

.

The captain, and others with you then will fight,

For forgetting your Luce although you boned Knight.





Mr. Dooley on the Naval Academy

"Good marnin', Hinnessey," remarked Mr. Dooley, as he drew his pipe from his pocket and began

to fill it leisurely, "and how are yez this marnin'?"

"Oi'm shtill able to be about, thank ye, and where hov yez been the last wake?" replied Mr. Hennes-

sey, proffering his own pipe to Mr. Dooley for a light.

"Oi've been clown to the Naval Academy on a little business trip/' answered Mr. Dooley, "and whoile

there Oi wint over the inshtitution. 'Tis a great school thot Naval Academy, and a foine manly lookin'

crowd of la-ads they hov there."

"The Naval Academy," inquired Mr. Hennessey dubiously, "and isn't thot in Indianapolis?"

"No, Hinnessey," replied Mr. Dooley, " 'tis a common delushion on the part av the American paypul

thot the Naval Academy is in Indianapolis. 'Tis in Annapolis, the capital of Maryland, a wonderful

throivin' little city which hasn't yet rayched the horse car shtage, and subsists on candidates and oysters.

But the Academy is a credit to the place, indade it is. 'Tis a model lot of bhoys they hov there, innocint as

lambs and widout a thought beyant their books. They hov not the chances of other young min av their

age to go wrong. Shure, they don't let thim dhrink, shwear or
"
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"Ah, go on wid yez," interrupted Mr. Hennessey, "don't till me those young fellers are as good as

all thot."

"Oi didn't say so, Hinnessey," replied Mr. Dooley, with a wink, "Oi only said they didn't let thim

commit those hanyus sins. They told me thimsilves thot ivery ingine of the law is in operation to pre-

vint the dreadful practice of hazin'. Shpecial details of watchmin, mashters-at-ar-rms, and corridor

bhoys are on watch at all hours of the day and noight wid orders to rayport any midshipman seen in the

act of wearin' non-regulation collar buttons, lookin' at a foorth classman, shpittin' to windward or anny

other conduct unbecomin' to an officer or a gintleman. Indade, 'tis military dischipline for fair. But

bhoys will be bhoys, and there's shtill a little tobacco burned, and there are shtill some bould and desprit

criminals who lape the wall at midnoight.

"And the shtuff they shtttdy now is enough to make vez dizzy. Oi wint into wan av the sickshun

rooms, as they call thim, to say the bhoys raycite. Shure, they were gettin' along will enough. Two av

thim were indulgin' in a fincin' match wid pointers, wan was radin' the inshtructor's mark book, another

was puttin' chalk in the inshtructor's pocket, and the rist were heavin' erasers at aich other. The in-

structor was a gintleman in a gray cut-away coat, wid a very high forehead, and was ingaged in placin a

series of Aygyptian hieroglyphics on the board. 'Howly Mither,' Oi says, ' 'tis the dangerous ward. If

yez'll ixcuse me Oi'll withdraw at wance.' 'Oh, no,' savs the inshtructor, erasin' wan av the coonyform

inscripshuns wid his finger, "tis a class in calcoolus. Oi am indivering to ixtract the shcjuare root of moi-

nus wan by manes of formula O. Shure, Oi did it wance, but roight afterward Oi wint to> slape and slept it

off, and hov niver been able to raymimber it. You say, by integratin' this indeterminate expression betwane

the limits av poi and poi over two .' 'Shtop,' says Oi, 'talk United States. The only wor-rd Oi
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undershtood was poi, and Oi'm dommed if Oi say the conniction.' 'Ardee, Ardee theeter,' says the ould

bhoy, lookin' at me insultin'-like. 'Take it back,' Oi says, for me anger was up, 'take it back. No mon shall

call me thot and live,' Oi says. Oi rayched for a chair, but as Oi did so Oi filt a hand on me ar-rm. Oi turned

and there was a large gintleman raygardin' me wid an expression of languid curiosity. 'Now, cahn't you

see thot?' he says, wid a look of pain on his fa-ace. 'Cahn't you undershtand this equation?' he says, says

he. 'No', begorra, Oi cahn't,' Oi says. ' Oi'm very sorry not to be able to appreciate the perfessor's loocid

explanations,' Oi says, 'but owin' to the fact that me own education in the valooable scoience av calcoolus

shtopped at long division,' Oi says, 'Oi am unable to grasp all the foine points av the argymint,' Oi says.

'And what's more,' Oi says, for Oi didn't like the way Oi was trated, 'Oi think thot Oi can shtill dhraw a

can iv beer and vote the Dimmycratic ticket widout knowin' the incremint av x from an intagral soign,'

Oi says, and Oi marched out wid me hid in the air and lift the two perfessers gashpin' for breath.

"From there Oi wint to the langwidge daypartmint. 'If Oi must be talked at in furrin langwidges,'

Oi says, 'at laste Oi'll go< where they're paid to talk thim.' Hardly had Oi intered the dure whin Oi heard

a loud and imposin' voice declaimin' a shtring av talk thot sounded loike wan iv Demosthenes' orations.

:

'Tis but Perfesser Cusachs makin' a new series of grammyphone ricords,' says a midshipman shtandin'

near by when he saw me shtart av surprise. 'Is thot all?' says Oi, 'and does he make thim often?' 'Shure,'

says the midshipman, 'the plebes buy thim as fasht as he can turn thim out, in order to get the thrue Cas-

tilion accint. Would yez loike to say a recitation?' 'Oi would thot,' says Oi; 'lade the way.' We wint

into a room near by where the perfesser was givin' an accoorate imitation of how Carlos makes up his bid

ivery marnin'. 'Bon swor,' he says, 'ossy voo,' he says, 'sil voo' play,' he says, goin' at the same toime

through a pantymoime to illushtrate his wor-rds. 'Fer the love av hivin,' says Oi, turnin' to me guide,
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'till me thot it isn't thrue.' 'Prepare for the worst,' he says, 'Oi'ni afraid it is.' 'Esky voo vooly voo que

je rayconte line anecdote,' says the perfesser. 'Shtop,' says Oi, 'tis more than Oi can hear. May hivin

fergive yez thim crool wor-rds,' Oi says, and I dashed out av the dure and niver shtopped till Oi rayched

a har and laid away a shell iv thot Schlitz beer they sell in Annapolis. 'Tis a great place, a great place,

but Oi think thot Oi prefer running a saloon to being a sailor."

"Oi'm sorry to hear yez say thot," replied Mr. Hennessey, "because Oi've been thinking av sinding

thot bhoy av moine there."

"Sind him, Hinnessey," said Mr. Dooley, "sind him by all manes. He'll learn many things thot

he'll afterwards be glad to forget, but there's wan thing he'll learn thot'll be av use to him all av his life."

"And what is thot?" asked Mr. Hennessey.

'"Tis the ghreat underlyin' principle av Democracy," answered Mr. Dooley, "thot all min are born

free and ayquil, but thot it takes merit for a mon to kape hould av his birthright."
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Our Friends

When first we came to Severn's shore,

We were a goodly crew.

But since we've sojourned with Our Friends

Of us there's left but few.

And Youngsters now, of haughty mien,

We polish up our wit,

To plough through endless folios

Presented by the Cit.

We found our way through "Shall and Will'

With perils dire fraught

;

We learned the Spoon was in the Cup,

The Cup—but shun the thought.

And into Woolsey's hands we fell,

To hear (what could be sweeter)

The groans of Philip R., and learn

Of rdr d 0.

We struggled, too, with "Si's" and "Oui's,"

Forcing rebellious throats,

And even had a sweet foretaste

Of bliss from out My Notes.

Now to the Haunts of Steam we go,

"The Ostrich House," a nook

Where, whole and undigested quite.

We gulp book after book.

But worst of all, the masterpiece

Of all that hideous crop,

Grim, silent phantoms of the past,

Those math, exams, by Pop.

Another place where you are sure

To feel yourself a geezer;

If e'er you try to chapel ship

For Dutchie with the teazer.
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Again, we learn, within a pile

Majestic in its form,

Of battle, murder, sudden death,

From Tommie, Tom, and Torm.

Then Alpha Tauri crossed our path,

From Hades it came hither

;

We wished, in Bill's expressive phrase,

Twould "pack up and go whither."

When first we came to Severn's shore,

AVe were a goodly crew,

But since we've sojourned with Our Friends

Of us there's left but few.
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How They Recite

Bagley

Goes to the board with a sheepish, undecided air, as though uncertain whether to confess his complete

ignorance or hazard a monumental bluff. Picks up a piece of chalk, takes a few appreciative bites and

glances furtively around. Lays down his chalk, selects another piece, carefully dusts it, then erases his

board with great neatness, and finally spreads about six lines of knowledge in an immaculate hand over

most of the board and faces about.

"Yes, sir; I have the subject of multi-parallel forces applied obliquely to a uniformly rotating lamina.

I am not quite certain about the sketch. I didn't understand the subject very well. Oh, yes sir; I

see; these lines should go this way. Oh, no; of course I meant this other way. Yes, sir; I see now per-

fectly."

Goes to his seat, consults his book earnestly, glancing from it to the board with numerous nods of

perfect comprehension, and then grins blandly at the instructor.
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Dodge

Receives the subject from the instructor as though it were a Mauser bullet, a look of intense anguish

spreading over his face. Goes very slowly to the board in the corner, erases it for ten minutes, then writes

his name with great care and moans audibly. Finally gets a dim comprehension of something he saw in

the book as he marched to the section room, and starts to make a drawing. This he does with punctilious

care and numerous erasures, showing special attention to the hatching and shading. Just three min-

utes before the hour is up faces about and begins in a very low and apologetic voice. "Ah-h-h, this is a

sketch of a double-ported slide valve. Er-r-r this (drawing attention to his beautiful hatching with the

pointer) is where the steam comes in. I didn't exactly understand some points about the sketch in the

book; I had to go to sick quarters and didn't have time to get over the whole lesson." Here the bell

rings and Dodge breathes a long sigh of relief and marches out.

Hand

Gets his subject as soon as possible and secures about three of the largest boards, sets to work and puts

down everything in the book about his subject in its exact words.

Faces about and begins to recite the matter he has written word for word, with his eyes fixed in the

corner of the room.

The instructor listens entranced for a few moments and then begins to follow him in the book. About

this time some one pokes Maje in the ribs, whereupon he utters a shriek, leaps into the air and butts his
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head violently) against the blackboard. Before he has reached the floor, however, his phonograph is going

again and the instructor is forced to believe that he has been dreaming. Finally finishes after about

half an hour and edges sidewise into* his seat, with his eyes on the man behind him.

Hazard

Lopes up to' the board, writes his name with its full quota of initials, draws forth his glasses and adjusts

them with gravity, closes the case with a loud snap' and throws it across the room to his desk and listens

to his subject with an aspect of extreme wisdom.

Slashes off his subject with the utmost insouciance, at the same time humming loudly, "The Good

Old Summer Time," varied with occasional snatches of whistling. Presently strikes a snag, whereupon

he throws away his chalk, faces about and leans against the board with his legs crossed, and the most easy

air possible to conceive. Finally finishes and sits clown. When called upon rushes rapidly to the board

and rolls a piece of chalk in his hands for some moments; throws it out the window, jams both thumbs in

the beckets of his Mouse, wiggles his fingers violently, and favors the instructor with one of his bland and

open smiles. Begins: "Ah-h-h, I have the subject of er-r-r," can't think of the word and jams one hand

in his hair, snaps the fingers of the other violently, stamps on the floor and muses audibly.

The instructor is invariably struck speechless by his air of complete self-possession, and allows him

to repeat this performance about eight times and gives him a 3.0.
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Hilliard

Trips to the board, dashes off his name, then turns round and favors the section with one of his

entrancing smiles. Writes about three boards full and faces about. "I have to describe bringing a ship up

to a dock. I took for granted that this was a Hoboken boat, because I am very familiar with that type."

Turns around at the slight disturbance this causes and smiles brightly till recalled to the subject by the

instructor. "Ah, yes, sir. First you ease down the helm, never push it down. Then if you can see the

lee clew of the mainsail from the bridge you wait till the wind is out of it and rise tacks and sheets.

"On many of the Hoboken boats you can't see the lee clew of the mainsail and have to rely on the top-

sail." Unabashed by the snickers that are percolating the atmosphere and the smile of the instructor, he

proceeds to give the words of the book with great accuracy, and sits down in conscious certainty that he

will receive at least a 3.6.

McCracken

Goes slowly to the board, writes his name, then shoves his hands into his pockets as far as possible,

so as to bring them about on a level with his knees, thus creating a most pleasing effect, but one which

causes those who are unacquainted with his dexterity to fear that he will have trouble in pulling him-

self together.

Finally says: "I didn't get quite this far, sir." "Very well, Mr. McCracken, take this," giving him

the first subject in the lesson. "I didn't get that far either, sir; I want a prob. I can savvy probs, but this

daggoned theoretical stuff hasn't got any sense in it."
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Hereupon embarks in an extended argument with the instructor, in which he absolutely refuses to be

convinced in any particular, or to acknowledge that he understands any of the instructor's explanations.

Finally gets his prob and works it with great gusto, thus securing the necessary 2.5.
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Hall of Fame, 1904

McCRACKEN, J. J.—Inventor of patent propeller for backing ships when set np "inverted.

TOAZ—Achieved renown by forcing Ezra Kendall back to- the woods.

McCULLOUGH—Taking maximum number of tricks.

ARROWOOD—Musician and divine.

COBURN—Noted for fearlessness. Carries stunsails in all kinds of weather.

DILLEN—Seaman. Never failed to caution mastmen. Aid to Officer of the Deck.

DRULEY—F. P. Dunne's original.

FITCH—Noted for being Fitch. Recommended by Board of Visitors for five stripes.

WRIGHT—Never wrong.

RODGERS—Pugilist. Can best Tade in two rounds.

TUPPER—Wealth. Revels in postage stamps (of others).

McDOWELL—Beau of Kilbuck.

STUART, H. A.—Author of popular ditty, "Put Me Off at Buffalo."

WICKERSHAM—Human iceberg.
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Two Views

[For obvious reasons it is necessary to keep secret the authorship of these songs, and no inquiries con-

cerning them will be answered.]

Love.

Oh, my belle from Barcelona,

Ma chere petite Ramona,

I love you as I loved you those days in sunny Spain.

Ah ! to look into your ojos,

Kiss your labios so rojos,

I would give the fame and fortune that I crossed the seas to gain.

Still I cherish the idea

That some day, niha mia,

I'll return across the ocean, and in Barcelona dwell,

And then my own hermosa,

I will make you my esposa,

And we'll live upon the proceeds of the graphophones I sell.
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Math.

You may sing about the sweetheart that you loved in sunny Spain,

But I'll tell you, dear Professor, that anv man's insane

Who will worry 'bout a woman as you say that you have done,

While as yet there's undiscovered the square root of minus one.

For math.'s the one true mistress, she's true in everything;

You'll find her in the air you breathe—the very song I sing.

Chorus.

Well, say

!

At last I've found for ragtime an algebraic formula

!

For by differentiation

And triple integration

I can prove that the equation

Of ragtime's every note

Is a cubic or quadratic

Whose curve is adiabatic.

Either dynamical or static,

With a double asymptote.
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Splinters

upv e r

"Yes, Mr. Hand, you remind me of the doctor

who didn't know much about broken legs but was

hell on fits."

Red Mike : "Hey, there ! tell the steamer's

crew that they can sleep in tomorrow morning."

Gentleman of the Watch: "Sleep in what, sir;

the steam launch?"

Le Breton (just waking from a short nap during

the midwatch) : "Look! look! quartermaster; look

at that ! Is it an iceberg or just a floating dry-

dock?"

Pat: "Say, Bow, do> you believe in the Golden

Rule?"
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Bow: "Not much, Patsy, me dear boy; give

me the good old parallel rule."

His arc of swing is nine degrees.

His motion is exact;

He's noted for his lack of grease

And famous for his tact.

"Why, Tupper, don't you know that's lignum

viter?"

"Can Venus be seen here at midnight tonight.

Mr. Sherman?"

"No, sir; it's too dark."

Post : "I have taken my bearings, but I haven't

worked them out yet."

(i
i

1 « j,*.*
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A Few Limericks

A midshipman by name * * * * * * * *

Thought he'd be just as pure as he could.

So well he succeeded,

That wings were all needed

To make him an angel for good.

An airy young damsel called * * *

Never touched anything but it broke.

Said he one day : "Well, well,

I'm as clumsy as

And, by Jingo, I'm tellin' no joke."

From Liberty once came a *

With a mechanical bump on his lid.

He said : "Oh, if only

I could equal Marconi

I'd do more to those lights than I did."

A wild Ogalalla named * * * * *

One day announced with a whoop,

He was bound to efface

From the earth each paleface

From the plebes clear up to the Supe.

An Irishman by the name of * * * * * * * * *

Swore that only one thing there was lackin'

To fill the cup

Of his happiness up,

And that was a Mrs. * * * * * * * * *
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A real hot young sport named * * *

Said, as he lit up a fresh cigarette:

"There's no limit to me,

I'm as touge as can be,

I'm a fast one, on that you can bet."

There was a young fellow named * * *

Who said : "When young I talked faster

:

Now I'm always at ease,

The words come as they please."

We've all noticed this fact about * * * *

A young Mississippian named * * *

Said he really could not understand

What made him so nervous
;

Said he : "Lord, preserve us,

To be tickled I hardly can stand."

A fellow whose first name was * * :

Fell in love to such an extent

That it seemed to him best

To make straight for the West,

And out to California he went.

H.S.H.'O'f.
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Notes

et!

I'm a man ! I'm a man ! I can prove it

!

Oh, teacher, I want to see !

Come on; let's shove over the Flatiron Build-

ing.

Say, I'd like to hug you.

Post : "Gee whiz ! Say. fellers, the officer of

the deck looked down the scuttle butt and ragged

Smead smoking!"

Greene : "Is Lieutenant Hines any relative of

his cousin?"

"I never would have suspected that Mr. Shoup
was an Indian if you hadn't told me."

Rice (working vigorously on jacking engine

with workmen in the cylinder) : "Oh, you can't

run me."

"Zat's all ri\ Zis Zhentleman's fren' of mine.

I shanged clothes wiz him 'cause he knows shome-

body I do."

"La-a-dy, la-a-dy, that milk was certainly fine."
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The Man Behind the Man Behind the Gun

When you've finished chanting paeans of enthusiastic praise

To Jackies powder-blackened to the belt

;

When you've ended all your stories of the vict'ries fought and won

By the stolid farmer-heroes of the Veldt

;

When you're through with cheering Tommies and militiamen, marines,

And Filipino-hunters on the run,

Will you kindly stop a minute just to spare a thought or two

For the Man Behind the Man Behind the Gun ?

He's not so picturesque as many others that you've seen,

His uniform's comparatively plain
;

But it takes six vears to make him, and when the time is up

He's a bunch of watch-springs, gristle, nerve and brain.
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He can dance a little, flirt a little, "cuss" a little, too.

He's a jack of every sev'ral sort of trade

;

But when it comes to fighting, and the guns are breath-

ing hard,

Why, that's the sort of thing for which he's made.

He hasn't what you'd call a home, however far he

roams,

His letters come about six months from date

;

His living-space on shipboard isn't quite the Hoffman

House,

But you seldom hear him kick against his fate.

Now, you mustn't doubt the things you've heard of

seamen's grit and brawn.

For they're true as gospel, ev'ry single one;

But perhaps vou might find time for reflection now and

then,

On the Man Behind the Man Behind the Gun.
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Notes on Gearing

Oh, fiddlesticks! Mr. H—d, I feel constrained to throw a hook at yon! May I be permitted to

swear? Then d—n! Mr. C—g, is it English that I am speaking? Yon don't seem to understand me!

Nay, nay ! Rub it all out, lest some poor deluded soul should see it and believe ! The knowledge of

ignorance is the beginning of wisdom ! Rub it out ! Mr. Harr—ton, if you put all the grease in you on

your trousers and slid down that curve to' infinity, you'd never get that. Angels of mercy descend upon

us and help us to trace this curve ! I have led you through the green fields and down by the still waters,

but ye drink not. You ought to know that formula better than the Lord's prayer, and it will do you a

(1 sight more g
_ood. Nay, nay; far, far from it. With a good eye and a steady hand one may trace in the

ellipse. The sixth question is not put on the paper for the wooden section; they should struggle for a 2.5.

Lord, love us and make his face to shine upon us. Rub it out!
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Ruminations of a Rhino

All things come to him who waits, provided that he uses grease discriminately.

The royal yardman who' comes down and helps on the topsail is the one who gets the credit for th<.

bad furl. It is better to sing out "All ready" and get called down than to say nothing and be unnoticed.

A bluff in time saved nine out of ten—in the first section.

He laughs best at an instructor who waits till he gets out of sight to laugh.

A great many men get stripes by the method used in the capture of Jericho.

He that takes a gold brick to a hop has no lack of opportunities for flirtation.

A midshipman and his money are soon parted on a practice cruise.

Let not the Officer-in-Charge look upon your wine, no matter what color it is.

Time flies—except in the last week of the cruise.

The man that does the work and the man that gets the credit generally come on duty the one after

the other.
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Rambles With Dick

Will you please tell me, sir, how much a gramme

of hydrogen weighs?

I never knew before what Clury says when he

gives that order, "By section from the right, front

into axle line."

Say, have any of you fellows read "The Expec-

torates?"

A wind of force six has no' appreciable effect on

the trajectory of the target.

The battalion commander marches in front of

the bugler who marches behind him.

Say, I'd like to be one of those fellows that carry

the sidelines at a foot-ball game.
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R. H. I. P.

i.

The First Class smoke the bon cigar,

And also hit the pipe,

They prance around where'er they please

And visit day and night.

II.

The Second Class have fondest hopes

To do the same next year

;

Perhaps they will if they are good

And do their duty fear.

III.

Youngsters run around for joy,

Swinging arms in glee,

Knowing that in two more years

The whole cheese they will be.

IV.

Plebes are frapped upon the pap.

Instead of sur la tete

To make them think there still is left

A little First Class rate.
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The Class March
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The Class March
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A Wigwag Idyl

Once a middy loved a maiden

212 2 211 22 II 2211 12 3 2112 112 232 211 112 12

And he thought perhaps the maiden

221 21 1222 12 222 3 122 1 1221 3 2 21 21

So he tried to get a private .

1 11 2 12 211 1222 1 12 1121

For her chaperone was always

2112 112 2 2 1 11 2211 3 1 11

Just in time to cause the middy
2211 211 12 22 2 3 121 122 22 2211 2TI 1 11

For of course she looked on spooning

22 212 3 22 3 212 1 11

But love you know will always

2221 1 11 222 3 22 3 211 21 22 222

As was shown in this especial

12 1212 1 212 21 222 12

So the middy taught the maid the

1121 1 2211 1121 22 2211 3 121 21 222 12

After that the two enjoyed the

2211 211 12 22 2 12 212 2 3 2112 221 1 212 212

They could wigwag all they wanted

2112 112 2 3 22 3 2121 1 212 212

And the middy used to signal

2112 21 112 2 3 221 1 2121 12 3 2 122 1 212
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I 3 221 21 1222 12 3 112 3 222 12 22 211

II2I 122 12 II 3 112 3 211 3 122 12 211 12

My heart with love is glowing

II2I 122 12 II 3 112 3 222 12 1212 22 211 2

1221 III 3 1212 21 21 211 3 221 I 2 2 221 12

Can hardly keep a-going

21 3 I2II 112 I 121 2121 221 III 3

112 211 3 221 12 2 221 12 3 2221

And tell me that you love me
1 2221 3 112 3 222 21 II 2 3

2 122 12 II 3 2211 211 I 1221

Will in the Severn shove me.

II2I 22 2211

221 22 221 I

121 22 211 12

3 222 12 212 1212

122 12 22 211

22 I 211

L'Envoi.

Gentle reader, here's a ruse

You may some day find of use,

When you've a chaperone to weather.

But there's nothing like a night

With dim moonlight

And two shadows close together. -\;a
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No. 7
??

"And how is Number Seven ?"

The question's on each lip

—

While deep below the wooden grate

Hart's gloomy tanks do drip.

Then Snorter, quickly donning whites,

Collects his faithful mokes

And seeks with candle and with string

The source of all our jokes.

Next, measurements all taken,

He climbs up, safe and sound,

And at his curses and commands

The pump goes smoothly (?) round.

Now frowning o'er a table large,

With pencils, pads galore,

He scratches marks and weakly asks :

"Do two times three make four?"

'How many inches in a gal ?

Or in a cubic foot ?

Can anyone please tell me how

In you do square root?"

At last 'tis done —x gallons used

And y there are still left.

Poor Snorter's freckles are pale green-

He is well-nigh bereft.

We still can wash ! The ship is saved !

The hero's heart is full

—

With failing breath he weakly calls

:

"Oh, Pringle! Got the Bull?"
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A Few Requests

U. S. S. Chesapeake,

At Sea, Lat. 40 20' N, Long. J2° 20' W.

(Berth deck sight.)

August 21, 1903.

Sir:

1. I respectfully request the sum of eighty dol-

lars for traveling and incidental expenses.

2. I wish to> purchase:

1 copy Edition de Luxe "Bowditch's Navi-

gator."

1 copy Edition de Luxe "Leckly's Wrin-

kles in Navigation."

3. The Instructor in Navigation says my form is

bad.

Respectfully submitted,

J. J. McCracken,

Midshipman,

The Commanding Officer. First Class.

First Indorsement.

Respectfully referred to Instructor in Naviga-

tion.

W. F. Halsey,

Commander, U. S. N.,

Commanding.

Second Indorsement.

Respectfully recommended that Midshipman

McCracken be awarded fifteen demerits.

Instructor in Navigation.

U. S. S. Hartford,

New London, Conn., July 17, 1903.

Sir:

1. I respectfully request that my dress jacket

be forwarded to me from the tailor at Annapolis.
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2. I am a peach in my dress jacket.

3. The ladies demand it.

Respectfully submitted,

D. McD. Le Breton,

Midshipman,

The Commanding Officer. First Class.

Not approved. Par. 3 has been carefully con-

sidered. Midshipmen, however, must not be en-

couraged to compete in dress with warrant officers.

(Signed) W. H. Reeder,

Captain, U. S. N.,

Commanding.

U. S. Naval Academy,

Annapolis, Maryland, October 28, 1900.

Sir:

1. I respectfully request permission to get into

my trunk.

2. I am on the first conduct grade.

Respectfully submitted,

P. E. Dampman,
Naval Cadet,

The Commandant. Fourth Class.

Approved with recommendation that Naval Ca-

det Dampman stay there.

(Signed) C. E. Colohan,
Commander, U. S. N.,

Commandant.
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Come, Ye Disconsolate

There was a man on our ship.

And he was wondrous wise ;

He thought to flow the port jib sheet

And great was his surprise,

II.

When from its resting place secure

An anchor fell away

—

'Oh, Buzzard, thou shalt ne'er be mine,"

Companions heard him say.

III.

But when he saw what he had done,

He went aft to the main,

And there he strove with all his might

To get his "grease" again.

IV.

Now, sailors ye, who sail the sea,

And ye who sail on land,

None who have ever tried his grease

Will use another brand.
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A Drama

Dramatis Persons.

Chauncey Kipling, an acting boatswain's mate; also author of "How to"

series, notably among them "How to Furl the Topsail Single-handed." At

present O. D.

Pringle, the villain.

Scene—The Chesapeake's Bridge.

C. K. (sol.)—

Ah, 'tis two bells, I must record the thermometer

—

Meteorological observation, also- barometer. [Goes to thermometer.

Pringle (steals up)—
My chance has come to- bring him to< his knees.

I will change the vernier and lose him his grease !

!

\Monkeys with barometer, then slinks azvay, whistling

"Mr. Dooley"—1 mean—Our Class March.
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C. K. (going rounds of instruments)—
"And now to read the vernier—like Ivory Soap, it floats;"

But what he sees before him his self-possession jolts.

"Some wretch was here before me; he bit the hand that fed !"

Poor Chauncey weakly gasps for breath, his face first white, then red.

L'Envoi.

Now if in papers you should look for "Lost and Found" today,

You'd see this item: "Lost—One grease; return to Chauncey K."

l_J7:
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Seamanship Sparkles

Instructor: "Do you have any difficulty in learning signals?"

Toaz : "Yes, sir; Very Ardois work."

Wright : "In this maneuver all the ships mark time."

Same: "Sheet home the sails! Haul in the cable!"

"In anchoring, how should a ship be going?"

Joe: "She should have considerable headway, preferably going astern."

Kimmel : "There are two kinds of barometers—mercurial and aerio-

noid."

Poinsett: "Yours is not the generally accepted view, Mr. Howard: but

you have certainly made a noble effort. Sit down."

"How often would you read the barometer, Mr. Harrington?"

"In rough weather, every five minutes; and if it got any worse I would

station a hand by it."

"Take in topgallantsails; blowing fresh; you've kept them too long.

Come, now, what would you do?"

Bagley: In case of a man overboard, he should be previously instructed to swim away from

Tade : "When both engines are going ahead full speed the propellers have equal backing

HOWA^D.b^.

the ship,

effect."
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Mother Goose a l'Academie

Hey diddle diddle, Harry Wood's fiddle,

It drives us nearly insane

;

The corridor howls to hear such sounds-

They bump him again and again.

II.

Goosie, goosie, gander,

Where shall Colby wander?

Major Hand is after him

Upstairs and downstairs

And e'en in his own chamber.

III.

Brad and Will went up for Bill

To do some Monday P. work,

Brad got none, and little Will

Said not a one could he work.

IV.

Chancy, Chancy,

Rich in fancy,

How does your vernier do ?

Steady and fine

At twenty-nine—nine,

But don't touch the tangent screw.

V.

There was a man in our Class

And he was wondrous bad,

For if you counted up reg. clothes

Some whites were all he had.

So when his non-reg. blouse was pinched-

The fairest in the town

—

He dressed up in those same whites when

The Supe had dressed him down.
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VI.

Little Miss Tupper sat in the scupper

Using her camera all day,

Till Hotashell spied her

And sat down beside her

And frightened Miss Tupper away.

VII.

Sing a song of wooden-uess,

A scuttle-butt or two
;

Isn't that a pretty thing

To take a time-sight through ?

VIII.

Druley, Druley,

Tell me truly,

How did you make a 3.8 ?

By hook or by crook ?

By a busy grease-book

And by working both early and late.
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Personals

Will the young lady of decided brunette type,

carrying basket of laundry, who winked at The

Man in front of the Third Company at dinner for-

mation last Friday, make an appointment with

Chet, Box 315, Lucky Bag?

If Sir Isaac Dambad will call at the office of the

Woodberry Facial Renovation Company he will

learn something to his advantage.

Will the young lady in blue crepe-de-chine, cut

bias on the gore, who* waved handkerchief to large,

handsome two-striper, with sword, last Sunday,

communicate with E. C. Ox, Box 203. Mention

incident.

F. G. T.—Why don't you write? Have not

heard from you in six hours. Birdie.

A young gentleman of refined and captivating

appearance, military education, no* bad habits,

would like to communicate with elderly lady of

property in delicate health. Object, matrimony.

Reply, enclosing photograph and statement of

assets, to O. C. F. D., Box 1.

Foreign nobleman of distinguished aspect, Se-

mitic type, would like to correspond with young

American heiress of attractive countenance.

Strictly confidential. Photos and letters returned,

if desired. Address Count de Lon, Box 4.
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Dave.—Pointer has turned traitor. All is known.

Destroy 1 papers and flee at once. Smug.

To Whom It May Concern: I hereby give no-

tice that my wife, Edwina Bragg, having left my

bed and board, I henceforth and from this date

renounce all debts contracted by her in the future,

whether for Zu-Zus or any other purpose.

''Signed) Carlo.

Any young lady wishing to adopt a pet, docile,

pretty and good tempered, apply to C. R. P. R.,

Box 8.

If the young gentleman who left three bottles of

Wilson Rye in his clothes-bag will report to the

laundry, they will be returned to him.

Nezv York Herald please copy.
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Good Night

"Go to sleep," the bugle calling,

Sets the echoes into flight,

The long road has reached its turning

And at last the goal's in sight.

Bright with promise gleams the future;

"Go to sleep"—to all good night.
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COLT'S NEW NAVY, H"

Adopted by the Bureau of Ordnance

U. S. Navy

Colt's Patent Fire Arms

Manufacturing Co.

HARTFORD, CONN.
U. S. A. =

Revolvers

. j

Colt Automatic Guns

Automatic Colt Pistols

(Browning's Patents)

Gatling Guns : : : : :

COLT'S AUTOMATIC MACHINE GUN

AUTOMATIC
PISTOL

MILITARY MODEL

High Velocity Accuracy Rapidity

Calibre .38 Rimless, Smokeless

Capacity of Magazine Eight Shots



ESTABLISHED 1818

Brooks Brothers
'BROADWAY, Corner 22nd Street, NETV TORK

asWe have taken the

Agency for

HERBERT
JOHNSON'S

(38 New Bond St., London)

Fine English Flats

which

z&e are now showing

in all the

Newest London

Shapes

Boots and Shoes in one

quality only—THE
BEST

The materials and workmanship in our Officers'

uniforms represent the most progressive ideas, in

line with the present enlarged field of service.

The same assurance is given relative to civilian

clothing and furnishings.

Suits and Overcoats, ready made or to measure,

ranging in price from the medium to the more expen-

sive.

Scotch Ulsters, Paddock Coats, Sandowns, Coverts,

Boulton Overcoats, Riding Breeches and Leggings,

Rainproof Overgarments.

Neckwear from Spitalfields Silks in original designs

and colorings.

Trunks, Valises, Luncheon Baskets, Leather and

Wicker Goods and accessories for sports.

MAIL ORDERS RECEIVE PROMPT ATTENTION

Catalogue containing over 150 illustrations, with prices,

sent upon request.

Imported Silver

Mounted

Brier Pipes

with best amber and

vulcanite fittings

Novelties in

Tobacco Jars, some in

College Colors

English Bridge- Whist

Sets

Many Traveling and Toilet

Articles for Men's use,

appropriate for gifts



WM.H.

BEIXIS & CO
ANNAPOLIS, MD.

NAVAL UNIFORMS
-»** AND

CIVILIAN DRESS

&
&



MACHINE TOOLS and

ELECTRIC TRAVELING CRANES

NILES 51-INCH BORING MILL

NILES-BEMENT-POND CO.
136-138 Liberty Street, New York

OFFICES

Boston— 144 Pearl St.

Chicago— Western Union Building.

Pittsburgh— Frick Building.

St. Louis—516 North Third St.

Philadelphia—21st and Callowhill Sts.

London—23-25 Victoria St.. S. W.

PERFECTION
Visible Writing ; also other Unique Features not

to be had in other makes

THE

Underwood

Typewriter

HAS ESTABLISHED THE

STANDARD OF PERFECTION

It is the most perfect Typewriter sold and

particularly recommended to busy offices

where quantity and quality of work counts

MANUFACTURED BY

Underwood Typewriter C>o.

241 BROADWAY

Branch Offices in all Principal Cities NEW YORK



THE STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE

A SYMBOL OF QUALITY
Our registered Trade-Mark covering THE CELEBRATED

C. C. B. POCAHONTAS SMOKELESS COAL CORRESPONDS
TO THE STERLING STAMP ON SILVER, as the United States

Government Survey has made it THE STANDARD FOR GRAD-
ING ALL STEAM COALS.

- C. C. B. Pocahontas Smokeless

Is the only American Coal that has been offi-

cially endorsed by the governments of Great

Britain, Germany and Austria, and is the

favorite fuel with the United States Navy,

which has used it almost exclusively for

many years.

YOU WILL SATISFY YOUR CUSTOMERS AN

Castner, Curran

$ Bullitt
SOLE AGENTS

B. C. B.

MAIN OFFICE

Arcade Building, 1 S. 15th St., Philadelphia, Pa.

BRANCH OFFICES

1 Broadway, New York City, N. Y.
Citizens' Bank Building, Norfolk, Va.

Old Colony Building, Chicago, III.

70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.
Terry Building, Roanoke, Va.

Neave Building, Cincinnati, Ohio
4 Fenchurch Avenue, London, E. C, England

L.

POCAHONTAS
TRADE MARK REGISTERED

D ESTABLISH A REPUTATION

For Handling the Best COAL if You Purchase Only the C. C. B. POCAHONTAS



Newport News

Shipbuilding and

D ry D o ck Co,
NEWPORT NEWS, VA

<

DRY DOCKS.
No. 2

827 Feet

162 "

80 "

30 "

Shops are equipped with modern machinery capable of doing the largest

work required in ship construction.

Tools driven by electricity and compressed air largely used in building

and repairing vessels.

No. I

LENGTH ON TOP, 610 Feet

WIDTH ON TOP 130 "

WIDTH ON BOTTOM 50 "

DRAUGHT OF WATER OVER SILL. 25 "

For further particulars and estimates, apply to

C. B. ORCUTT, President

No. I BROADWAY, NEW YORK

R. R. MAGRUDER & CO.
ANNAPOLIS, MD.

WHOLESALE and RETAIL GROCERS

Stores—Conduit Street and Maryland Avenue

Warehouse—Market Street

Slaughter-House—Clay Street Extended

GEORGE W. JONES
Bookseller, Stationer and Newsdealer

All the Leading New Books received

as soon as issued

A Complete Line of FINE and STAPLE STATIONERY
always on //and

Engraving of all kinds promptly and neatly

attended to

Special attention given to Card Plates

and Visiting Cards

A Circulating Library attached to the store to which is added
all the new and popular fiction

MAIN STREET ANNAPOLIS, MD.



Nickel Steel
FOR

ARMOR PLATE, AMMUNITION HOISTS, COMMUNICATION TUBES AND TURRETS
DECK, HULL AND SHIP PLATE

GUNS AND GUN SHIELDS RIFLES AND SMALL ARMS

TORPEDO AIR RESERVOIRS

MARINE STRAIGHT LINE SHAFTING, CRANK SHAFTS, PISTON RODS
AND OTHER MARINE ENGINE FORGINGS

NICKEL STEEL
CASTINGS

NICKEL FOR NICKEL STEEL THE ORFORD COPPER COMPANY

43 EXCHANGE PLACE, NEW YORK



WEDDING SILVER

There is distinction of design

and craftsmanship, as well as

the prestige of a long estab-

lished name, belonging to : :

Gorham Silverware
Their trade-mark is associated

with the best contemporary

workmanship, and their exclu-

sive productions in Martele and

Athenic have all the artistic

individuality that characterized

the much coveted work of the

mediaeval silversmiths : : :

IheGORHAM COMPANY
SILVERSMITHS and GOLDSMITHS

BROADWAY at 19th STREET
NEW YORK

J. H. STRAHAN Telephone, 2395 Cortlandt

RICE & DUVAL
TAILORS

AND

IMPORTERS

MAKERS OF FINE NAVY UNIFORMS

2*1 BROADWAY NEW YORK

OPPOSITE N. Y. P. O.



•fe..

Bethlehem Steel Company
SOUTH BETHLEHEM, PA.

L msf

Has furnished ARMOR PLATE for the following

U. S. Battleships, Monitors, Protected Cruisers, Etc.

OREGON ALABAMA GEORGIA TERROR CINCINNATI COLORADO
INDIANA ILLINOIS VIRGINIA PURITAN COLUMBIA SOUTH DAKOTA
MAINE (OLD) TEXAS RHODE ISLAND MONADNOCK RALEIGH ST. LOUIS
IOWA OHIO NEBRASKA NEW YORK PENNSYLVANIA MILWAUKEE
MASSACHUSETTS MAINE (NEW) LOUISIANA BROOKLYN WEST VIRGINIA CHARLESTON
KEARSARGE MISSOURI AMPHITRITE MINNEAPOLIS CALIFORNIA WASHINGTON
KENTUCKY NEW JERSEY MONTEREY OLYMPIA MARYLAND

And has also furnished SHAFTING and ENGINE FORGINGS for the follow-

ing Battleships, Monitors, Protected Cruisers, Torpedo Boats, Torpedo Boat

Destroyers, Gunboats, Revenue Cutters, and Lighthouse Tenders: !w H V

OREGON KATAHDIN SOUTH DAKOTA T. A. M. CRAVEN DALE GUNBOAT NO. 1

INDIANA NEW YORK CALIFORNIA DAVIS DECATUR BANCROFT
MAINE (OLD) BROOKLYN NEWARK FOX PAUL JONES REVENUE CUTTER NO. 1

IOWA MINNEAPOLIS PHILADELPHIA STRINGHAM PERRY REVENUE CUTTER NO. 2
MASSACHUSETTS COLUMBIA CHATTANOOGA DAHLGREN PREBLE REVENUE CUTTER NO 3
ALABAMA CINCINNATI PORTER TORPEDO BOAT NO. 2 STEWART GOLDEN GATE
WISCONSIN MARBLEHEAD DUPONT BLAKELY TRUXTUN DEXTER
MAINE (NEW) SAN FRANCISCO ROWAN DE LONG WHIPPLE L. H. TENDER "OLEANDER"
OHIO OLYMPIA FARRAGUT SHUBRICK WILKES L. H TENDER "SUMAC"
CONNECTICUT MILWAUKEE BAILEY STOCKTON WORDEN L. H. TENDER "HEATHER'
MONTEREY RALEIGH GOLDSBOROUGH THORNTON GUNBOATS 14 4ND 15 L. H. TENDER "LARKSPUR

FINISHED GUNS OF ALL CALIBERS GUN FORGINGS
= BRANCH OFFICES =^^=^==

421 Chestnut Street

PHILADELPHIA. PA.

100 Broadway
NEW YORK CITY. N.

Keystone Building

PITTSBURG. PA.

GUN CARRIAGES

1351 Marquette Building

CHICAGO, ILL.



President, CHARLES F. BROOKER
TREASURER, EDWARD T. COE

Secretary, JAS. A. DOUGHTY
ASSISTANT SECRETARY, E. J. STEELE

THE COE BRASS MANUFACTURING CO.
Main Office and Works, Torrington, Litchfield Co., Conn. Branch Office and Works, Ansonia, New Haven Co., Conn.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Copper, Brass, German Silver and all other alloys of Zinc, Copper, Nickel and other Metals, Seamless and

Brazed Copper and Brass Tubes for Railway, Steamship, Plumbing:, Mining and all Industrial Work. Con-

denser Tubes of all kinds. Copper Boiler Pits and Flats. Star Brand Copper and Brass Rivets and Burrs.

HAVING LARGE FACILITIES AND AMPLE STOCK PROMPT ATTENTION TO ORDERS ALWAYS ASSURED

PATENT EXTRUDED METAL

Angles, Channels,

Special Shaped Bars.

Hexagon, Square,

H a 1 f-R o u nd and

Round Rods, made
by Extrusion Process

to stand U. S. Gov-

ernment tests.

Structural Angles

of Bronze, suitable

for Battleships or

Yacht Frames.

Special Stair

Treads and Mould-

PRICES ON
APPLICATION



-?
(general

m Electric

Company's

Blower

LI6HI and POWER PLANTS Marine Generating Set

for WAR VESSELS
MOTORS FOR TURRETS, AMMUNITION HOISTS, BOAT

CRANES, WINCHES AND BLOWERS
SIGNALLING APPARATUS, PROJECTORS, ARC AND INCAN-

DESCENT LAMPS, WATER-TIGHT SWITCHES
AND RECEPTACLES

CURTIS TURBO-GENERATOR SETS

WRITE FOR INFORMATION

General Office, SCHENECTADY, N. Y.

SALES OFFICES IN ALL LARGE CITIES

-4



H. B.

Roelker
41 MAIDEN LANE

NEW YORK

Consulting and Constructing

Engineer

The Allen

Dense Air Ice Machine

PROVEN BY MANY
YEARS' USE ON
U. S. MEN-OF-WAR
STEAM YACHTS
AND LARGE

PASSENGER STEAMERS

y^^***^****************^**^*************^*^
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California

Powder Works

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

MANUFACTURE

Black, Brown Prismatic and Smokeless »

POWDERS

» For the Army and Navy of the United States, and

to

to
to

to

t
I
to

to
to
to
to

to all descriptions of Sporting and Blasting Powder to
to to
to to

* and Dynamite, Shot-Gun Cartridges, Black and f

* Smokeless.
to

* * * s*



Gold Watches for Men
Tiffany & Co. Movments
Casings all 18 Karat Gold

CUTS SENT UPON REQUEST

Open-face - upward from $60

Hunting Case " " 65

Open-face, EXTRA FLAT 1 10

Hunting Case " " 120

Gold Timing Watches

Single Chronographs from $ 1 00
Marking fifths of a second

Split-second Chronographs

from 125

Tiffany & Co.
DIAMOND AND OEM MERCHANTS, GOLD AND
SILVERSMITHS, STATIONERS AND DEALERS IN

United States Naval Academy
Class Rings

Watch Fobs, Stationery

United States Military Academy
Class Rings

Visiting Cards and Stationery

for ihe

Social Uses of Officers

and their Families

List of Medals, Badges and

Insignias made by

TIFFANY & CO.
sent upon request

ARTbTIC MERCHANDISE

PRESENTATION SWORDS
WITH GOLD, JEWELED, SILVER

OR OTHER MOUNTINGS

DESIGNS AND ESTIMATES UPON REQUI ST

CORRESPONDENCE SOLICITED

Union Square, New York

Sbelb^

Colb IDrawn, Seamless

, , Boiler Gubes . .

Suitable for all Classes

of /iDarine toilers

Sbelb^ Steel Znbc Co.

General Sales ©ffice: flMtt6bur$b t fl>a.

JBrancb ©fticee, IRcw yorft an& Cbtcaeo

KEUFFEL&ESSERCO
127 FULTON AND 42 ANN STREETS

NEW YORK
Branches: Chicago, St. Louis, San Francisco

Drawing Materials

Surveying Instruments

The Celebrated Paragon and other Drawing Instruments

Sextants, Binnacles, Etc.

AS FURNISHED TO U, S. NAVY

Complete Catalogue (500 pp.) 011 application



1904 EDITION NOW READY

Spalding's Official

Athletic Almanac

Edited by J. E. SULLIVAN, Sec.-Treas. A. A. U.

The only publication in the country containing: all authentic

athletic records

Contents— Best-on-record at every distance in running,
walking, swimming and every branch of athletic sport;

Amateur Athletic Union records in all events; Intercol-
legiate A. A. A. A. records from 1876; Intercollegiate
Conference A. A. records; interscholastic records; col-

legiate dual meets, intercollegiate and interscholaslic meets
in 1903; State and sectional championship records; relay

racing; gymnastic records; women's athletic records;
skating records; miscellaneous records: complete list of

English champions from 1866; English, Irish, Scotch and
Australasian official records; Olympic games and St.

Louis World's Fair athletic programme; review of season
of 1903, containing a summary of all important athletic

events during the year; over 200 pages of athletic infor-

mation. Illustrated with numerous portraits of leading
athletes and athletic teams.

PRICE, 10 CENTS

A. G. SPALDING & BROS.
New York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Denver, Buffalo,

Boston, Baltimore, San Francisco, St. Louis, Kansas

City, Minneapolis, Montreal, Can., London, England

Send for a copy of Spalding's handsomely illustrated catalogue of athletic sports

CHARLES ESTE
IMPORTER AND DEALER IN

Ship, Yacht, Railroad

Pattern Pine and Building Lumber

Hardwoods of all Kinds

<*

Sole Agent for Messrs. Bradley-Ramsay Lumber Co.

Lake Charles, La., for Clear, Heart, Vertical-Grain

Long Leaf Yellow Pine DECKING

Sole Agent for the United States of Messrs. Denny,

Mott & Dickson, Lim., London, England, for

East India TEAK, either in the Log
or Converted to Size

J*

20th STREET and GLENWOOD AVENUE

PHILADELPHIA, PA., U.S.A.



LUNKENHEIMER
REGRINDING VALVES

Made of Gun-Metal, are extensively

used and in continuous service in the

United States Navy, Locomotives, Lake

and River Boats and High Pressure

Power Plants. S< S< * S« S«

THE LUNKENHEIMER COMPANY
CINCINNATI

NEW YORK LONDON PARIS

"NORTON"

EMERY

CORUNDUM

AND

ALUNDUM

WHEELS

AGENCIES
'ALL OVER THE WORLD'

Norton Universal

Tool and Cutter

Grinder

Emery Wheel

Machinery

India Oil Stones

SEND FOR CATALOG

LARGEST PLANT IN THE WORLD DEVOTED TO THE MANUFACTURE OF
EMERY, CORUNDUM AND ALUNDUM WHEELS

THE BEST ABRASIVES AND BONDS COMBINED WITH SCIENTIFIC

MANUFACTURE

NORTON EMERY WHEEL CO,
OFFICE AND WORKS AT WORCESTER, MASS., U. S. A.

ATLAS

Portland Cement
IS THE STANDARD
AMERICAN BRAND

Atlas Portland Cement Co.

30 Broad Street, New York

WEAR CATALOGUE ON
APPLICATION ..

STETSON

The Stetson Shoe Company

SOUTH WEYMOUTH, MASS.



AMERICAN STEEL FOUNDRIES
Successors to AMERICAN STEEL CASTING CO.

. . . Manufacturers of . . .

OPEN HEARTH STEEL CASTINGS
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION AND TO ANY WEIGHT

. . Principal OfFice . .

74 BROADWAY
New York City

Gen'l Western Office:

St. Louis, Mo.

BRANCH OFFICES:

FISHER BUILDING, CHICAGO
FRICK BUILDING, PITTSBURG, PA.

We make a Specially of STEEL CASTINGS for Ship Hull and Marine

Construction and for Gun Carriages

QEO. R. BUFFHAM J, LYNN McASOY

BUFFHAM CO.

U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY STUDIO

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND

PORTRAITS IN PLATINUM
A SPECIALTY

EASTMAN KODAKS AND
SUPPLIES

VIEWS AND CLASS PHOTOGRAPHS

New Y^ork Shipbuilding Co.

SHIP, ENGINE
and

BOILER BUILDERS

Yard and Works and General Offices

Camden, New Jersey, U. S. A.

New York Office, I Broadway

Estimates Furnished Founded 1824 by Jacob Reed

JACOB REED'S SONS
1412-14 CHESTNUT STREET

PHILADELPHIA

UNIFORM AND CIVILIAN TAILORING
CLOTHING READY TO WEAR
FURNISHING GOODS AND ATHLETIC WEAR
HATS AND CAPS

Especial Attention Given to Contracts for Uniforming Employees of

Corporations and Students of Colleges, Academies

and Military Schools
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Garlock High Grade
Packings

NONE GENUINE

Oil, etc.

For Steam, Air, Water,

Oxide, Ammonia, MkSSc^k special purposes

ALL PRESSURES AND CONDITIONS

FIFTY KINDS DEVOTED TO

SEND FOR CATALOGUE AND STYLE NO.
,.

'7"''*' y-'-r-'-y-'i
i. ,.i...i.,.i.:.l.,.i...l.,.i.,.L,.r.,-i ;- I...I...I.. >.,.i...i...i...i...I..£...i...i.. 1 CARD

WITHOUT IT

THE GARLOCK PACKING COMPANY
bo!ton

rk
136 Liberty Street, New York City ESSd

CHICAGO ST. LOUIS
PHILADELPHIA DENVER
ATLANTA, GA. TELEPHONE, 1990 CORTLANDT SAN FRANCISCO

HAMBURG, GERMANY

Main Office and Factories, PALMYRA, N. Y.



F. J. SCHMIDT CO.

Naval Tailors

ALL EQUIPMENTS FURNISHED
LATEST STYLES OF CIVILIAN DRESS ANNAPOLIS, MD.



FOOT-BALL BASE-BALL

GYM. AND TRACK SUPPLIES

ARTHUR JOHNSON & CO.

55 W. 42d STREET, N. Y.

ATHLETIC WEAR of every description Catalogue mailed on request

DREKA

MONTGOMERY & CO.

Tools, Supplies and Machinery

FOR ALL PURPOSES

105-107 Fulton Street—62 Ann Street

NEW YORK CITY

MIDDLESEX COMPANY
Morse Twist Drill and Machine Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Increase Twist and Constant Angle Drills,

Chucks, Reamers, Milling Cutters, J> &•

Taps, Dies and Machinists' Tools. «£ J>

New Bedford, Mass , U. S A.

ASK YOUR DEALER TO SHOW YOU OUR TWENTIETH CENTURY MORSE TWIST DRILL

MANUFACTURERS OF

U. S. Standard

Navy Cloths

COMPLIMENTS OF

WENDELL, FAY & CO.

Selling Agents New York and Boston



r

RUMFORD
THE WHOLESOME

Baking Powder

Every can contains an order for a PRACTICAL COOK BOOK,
compiled by the Principal of the BOSTON COOKING SCHOOL,

Army and Navy

,11 Officers Uniforms and

^ Equipments
Write for Price Listsor Pnce Lists T

ESTABLISHED 1844

A. SCHRADER'S SON
30 AND 32 ROSE STREET

NEW YORK, U. S. A.

FURNISHER OF

DIVING APPARATUS
TO U. S. NAVY AND U. S. ARMY

ENGINEERS' CORPS

THE

New York Life Insurance Company

"THE NAVY COMPANY"

Civilian rates and no extra payments required for War, Tropical

travel or at any time

FOR TERMS
ADDRESS BERT T. WALES

Manager Army and Navy Department

NEW YORK LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

54 William Street New York



FRANK A. MUNROE

Clothier, Hatter and Furnisher

AGENCY FOR

GRIFFON TAILORING COMPANY

YOUNG'S HATS, ECLIPSE SHIRTS, ETC.

SUITS READY TO WEAR OR MADE TO MEASURE

138, 140 Main Street, ANNAPOLIS, MD.

>••••+••+••+•••+<

R. G. CHANEY
HIRING AND LIVERY STABLES

No. 159 WEST STREET

TEAMS OFALL KINDS FOR HIRE BY
DAY, WEEK OR MONTH

THE

ALL

HOUR,

WAGONS AND CARRIAGES TO MEET TRAINS

FURNITURE CAREFULLY REMOVED, STORED, PACKED
AND SHIPPED AT REASONABLE PRICES

R. G. CHANEY

»+••+••+••+••+••+••+••+••+••+••+••+••+•+••+<

QUEEN
Insurance Company of America

ASSETS,

NET SURPLUS,

$5,968,024

2 692,418

SOUTHERN DEPARTMENT -i

S. Y. TUPPER, Manager W. R. PRESCOTT, Assistant Manager

EQUITABLE BUILDING, ATLANTA, GA.

Liberal lines written on all desirable risks. Applications for Agencies in

the South should be addressed to the Manager at Atlanta, Ga.

«» + «» + »+9 9 + #»+»» + »« + »» + s# + »» + e« + oe + »»+-o»+»» + «

WILMER'S

U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY

Preparatory School

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

J. R. WILMER. Class '78, U. S. N. A. J. L. CHEW, A.B., A.M.



Ebbitt House
AMERICAN PLAN

***

ARMY AND NAVY

HEADQUARTERS

» s< v

h. c. burch, manager Washington, D. C.

CITY DRUG STORE
The largest and best equipped pharmacy in the city

CHARLES G. FELDMEYER JAMES D. FELDMEYER

Pure Drugs and Chemicals.

Toilet Articles and Perfumery.

Imported and Domestic Cigars and Cigarettes.

Soda and Mineral Waters.

Prescriptions Carefully Compounded

FELDMEYER BROS.
PROPRIETORS

Main and Francis Streets ANNAPOLIS, MD.

THE
United States Metallic Packing Co.

MANUFACTURERS OF

Metallic Packings
For Rods and Stems
of Marine and Sta=

tionary Engines and
Locomotives : : :

CATALOG ON REQUEST

General Office and Works

427 N. THIRTEENTH STREET

PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Chicago Office, 509 GREAT NORTHERN BUILDING

U. S. Naval Academy

PREPARATORY SCHOOL,
ANNAPOLIS. MD.

THIS SCHOOL makes a specialty of preparing for the Naval

Academy. Thirteen hundred and eighty of its pupils passed

. . successful examinations for entrance thereto. jt & Ji

One hundred and sixty of them passed in 1903, beingabout eighty =

five per cent of its pupils examined. It has always held

the highest percentage of success, and four times as

many pupils entered the U. S. Naval Academy
from it as from any other school.

Pupils are received into classes at any time. Individual irstruc-

tion is a chief feature of its work.

R. L. WERNTZ,
Graduate of U. S. N. A.



HIGH-GRADE CHOCOLATES BON-BONS, ETC

C. &. P. PHONE 65 Y

FRED. C. SMITH

MANUFACTURER AND DEALER IN

W
FANCY CAKE BAKER

WEDDINGS AND PARTIES SUPPLIED AT SHORT NOTICE

OYSTERS A SPECIALTY

^6 MARYLAND AVENUE

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

fiotel JYIaryUnd,

ANNAPOLIS, MD.

GEORGE T. MELVIN, OWNER AND MANAGER.

¥
IT OTEL MARYLAND is equipped with all modern

appointments, comfortable rooms, private baths, steam

heat, telephone service, nezvspaper and book sta?id.

The location is the most elevated, pleasant and accessible in

the city, and within three minutes' walk of the Naval

Academy.

The accommodations are in all respects first-class and up-to-

date, and charges moderate.

On application special rates will be given to Naval Officers,

their families, and the parents and relatives of mid-

shipmen.

Carriages for hops at the Naval Academy are furnished by

Hotel Maryland to guests at 50 cents per person, the

ordinary charge of livery men being $2 .50 to $5.00.

.—

.
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Equitable Life Assurance Society of the United States

Assets,

Surplus,

$370,000,000

75,000,000

JULIAN M. SPENCER
Special Representative

ANNAPOLIS, MARYLAND

THE ORIGINATOR OF THE ARMY AND NAVY
CLASS IN LIFE ASSURANCE. ISSUES POLI-

CIES TO NAVAL OFFICERS AND MIDSHIPMEN
ON THE ORDINARY LIFE, LIMITED PAYMENT
AND ENDOWMENT PLANS AT SAME RATES AS
TO CIVILIANS

JOSEPH BOWES, Manager

For Maryland and the District of Columbia

BALTIMORE, MD., EQUITABLE BUILDING

WASHINGTON, D. C, BOND BUILDING

The New Hotel
JOHN C. BOYLE

MANAGER

Carvel 1ball
AMERICAN PLAN

ROOMS WITH PRIVATE BATH
STEAM HEAT

RATES, $50.00 PER MONTH
AND UPWARDS



THE BABCOCK & WILCOX COMPANY
STRAIGHT TUBES

ACCESSIBLE

NEW YORK AND LONDON
FORGED STEEL

WATER TUBE MARINE BOILERS
DURABLE

EXPANDED JOINTS

ECONOMICAL

wsksjsw^

U. S. S CINCINNATI

ABOVE VESSEL, EQUIPPED WITH THESE BOILERS, HAS STEAMED NEARLY 100,000 MILES WITHOUT REPAIRS TO HER BOILERS
STEAM IS FURNISHED TO 8500 HORSE-POWER ENGINES BY EIGHT BABCOCK & WILCOX WATER TUBE BOILERS

THE FOLLOWING NEW U.S. WAR VESSELS WILL HAVE THESE BOILERS
ARMORED CRUISERS PROTECTED CRUISERS BATTLESHIPS

CALIFORNIA ST. LOUIS NEBRASKA
SOUTH DAKOTA MILWAUKEE RHODE ISLAND
MARYLAND CHARLESTON NEW JERSEY
WEST VIRGINIA GUNBOATS CONNECTICUT
WASHINGTON LOUISIANA
TENNESSEE DUBUOUE VERMONT

PADUCAH MINNESOTA

390,000 H.
100 000 H.
185,000 H.

P. IN THE AMERICAN NAVY
P. IN THE AMERICAN MERCHANT MARINE
P. IN THE BRITISH NAVY

WORKS
Bayonne, New Jersey, U. S. A.

Paris, France
Renfrew, Scotland

Oberhausen, Germany
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